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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND ITS BACKGROUND

During the 1960's and early 1970’s, education has been
challenged by the explosion of information and knowledge and their
accompanying media, by the expansion of technology, and by the
increased acceptance of the individual's right to be recognized in
the educational process.

The American Association of School

Librarians^ (AASL) faced these challenges in the 1960 Standards for
2
School Libraries.

The following exerpts of an official statement

of AASL adopted in 1956 indicate the function of a library-media
center:
...in addition to doing its vital work of
individual reading guidance and development of
the school curriculum, should serve the school
as a center for instructional materials. In
structional materials include books— the
literature of children, young people and
adults— other printed materials, films, record
ings, and newer media developed to aid learn
ing...combined use of traditional along with
many new and different kinds of materials...
Taking into account individual differences..

More recently in the 1969 Standards for School Media
Programs sponsored jointly by the AASL and the Department of Audio-

^Hereafter referred to as AASL.
^American Association of School Librarians. Standards for
School Library Programs. (Chicago: American Library Association,
1960), p. 11, 12.
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visual Instruction (DAVI) of the National Education Association,1
the following philosophy is presented:
The media program is indispensable in the
educational program that now stresses indi
vidualization, inquiry, and independent
learning for students...The move away from
textbook-dominated teaching and from teacherdominated teaching has made the school media
center a primary instructional center that
supports, complements, and expands the work
of the classroom.
AASL and DAVI

have standardized the terms media, media center, and

media specialist.

Media refers to "printed and audiovisual forms of

communication and their accompanying technology;" a media program is
"all the instructional and other services furnished to students and
teachers by a media center and its staff;" a media center is "a
learning center in a school where a full range of print and audio
visual media, necessary equipment, and services from media speciallists are accessible to students and teachers;" and media specialist
is "an individual who has broad professional preparation in educa
tional media..."
Two changes have taken place since the 1969 Standards for
School Media Programs were published.

The Department of Audio-

Visual Instruction, DAVI, became the Association for Educational

^American Association of School Librarians and the Department
of Audiovisual Instruction of the National Education Association.
Standards for School Media Programs. (Chicago: American Library
Associât ion, 1969), p. 3l
'
^AASL and DAVI, p. XV.
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Communication and technology in 1970.

In 1971 AASL^ clarified the

terms media program and media center by adding the word library.
Because of this decision the following terms library-media program
and library-media center will be used in this study.

The term

materials will be used interchangeably with the term media.
As in other subject areas, the teaching of reading has under
gone serious introspection.

However, even before educators became

disillusioned with textbook-centered learning in other areas, basal
readers have been the target of much criticism.

Reading experts

have long been concerned with the use of basal readers and accompany
ing materials.

Because of recent stress upon media to improve the

learning process, concern about materials in reading, and the close
relationship between reading and the library-media center, it seems
worthwhile to study the place of media and the media center in the
reading program, Therefore, the thesis that teachers with a librarymedia center with a full-time media specialist utilize more materials
in the teaching of reading than teachers in schools without a
library-media center or a full-time media specialist will be
examined.

The Basal Reader Tradition
According to Russell and F e y " R e a d i n g instruction in the

^AASL, "AASL Report," School Libraries, XX (Spring, 1971),
p. 43.
^David H. Russell and H. R. Fey, "Research on Teaching
Reading," Handbook of Research on Teaching, ed, N. L. Gage.
(Chicago: Rand McNally, 1963), p. 866.
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United States has always been strongly influenced by the character
of the materials available.”

These authors note that the readers

in use today have as their predecessors, three best-selling text
books, The New England Primer, the Elementary Spelling Book, and the
McGuffey Reader.
The New England Primer, published about 1690, sold approxi
mately three million copies and was the chief schoolbook for a
hundred years.

Noah Webster's Elementary Spelling Book, better

known as the "blueback speller" sold about one hundred million
copies.

The McGuffey Reader, first published between 1837 and 1844,

dominated the reading field for fifty years.
Smith^ gives McGuffey credit for "being the first author to
produce a clearly defined and carefully graded series consisting of
one reader for each grade in the elementary school."

Since that

time, teachers of reading in American have had ample graded sets of
reading books commonly referred to as basal readers.
Good^ defines reading series, basal as:
a set of books issued by a publisher, as texts
for systematic instruction in reading; usually
including a reading-readiness book, a preprimer,
a primer, and the first to sixth readers. More
recently, basal readers have been developed for
junior and senior high school classes.

Nila Banton Smith. American Reading Instruction, its
Development and its Significance in Gaining a Perspective on Current
practices in Reading. (Newark, Delaware: International Reading
Association, iÔéS) p. 105-06.
^Carter V. Good. "Reading series, basal," Dictionary of
Education. (New York; McGraw-Hill, 1959), p. 445.
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Herrick, Anderson, and Perstorff^ examined twelve series of
basal readers in 1961.

To get a working definition for their study

they consulted the following reading experts who agreed with the
definition given by Good:

Artley, Betts, Bond, Durrell, W. S. Gray,

A. H. Harris, T. L. Harris Hildreth, McCullough, McKim, Pooley,
H. M. Robinson, Russell, Sheldon, Strang, Strickland, Whipple, and
Witty.
Chall^ interviewed three authors of basal readers who
agreed that the basal-reader series available in 1962 were quite
similar although not all alike as some critics suggest.
Many authorities agree that similar sets of books called
basal readers have been part of our educational tradition.

The

next step is to discover when and how they are used.

Extent to Which Basal Readers Are Used
Numerous researchers have conducted studies to determine
how extensively basal readers are being used in the public schools.
The researchers, listed in chronological order, include:

Betts,

Staiger, Stewart, Brekke, Barton and wilder, and Austin and
Morrison.

V.
E. Herrick, D. Anderson, and L. Pierstorff, "Basal
Instruction Materials in Reading," Development in and Through
Reading, Sixtieth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study
of Education, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961), p. 165.
2Jeanne Chall. Learning to Read:
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967), p. 191.

the Great Debate.
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In the earliest study, Betts^ in 1943 reported that "In 96%
of the classroom situations basal readers were used."

More recent

studies include the separate studies of Staiger and Stewart in 1957 .
staiger,

in a study of selected schools in 48 states and

Hawaii, found that "out of the 474 schools in this sample, 69%
reported using one series of readers basally...that 2 series of
readers were used cobasally was reported by 20.0% of the schools;
5.7% used three series cobasally, 5.1% used more than 3 series."
In a questionnaire covering 250,000 children in 107 cities
of over 25,000 population in 40 states, Stewart^ found that "90% of
the responding schools are employing a single basic, co-basic, or
tri-basic series..." Stewart^ concluded;

"The survey seems to

indicate that the basal reader is the mainstay of the reading program
in the 1957 version of the elementary school."
In 1961, Brekke^ reported that 99.5% of the schools in his
sample of 8,000 separate grades in 1,224 schools used the basal
approach to reading.

^Barnett A. Betts, "Systematic Sequences in Reading,"
Elementary English Review, XX (February, 1943). p. 57.
^Ralph G. Staiger, "How are Basal Readers Used?," Elementary
English, XXXV (January, 1958), p. 46.
^David K. Stewart, "Values and Limitations of Basal Readers,"
Readings on Reading Instruction, ed. Albert J. Harris (New York:
McKay, 1963), p. 359.
4lbid.
^Geral W. Brekke, "Actual and Recommended Allottments of
5Gerald
Time for Reading," Reading Teacher, XVI (January, 1963), p. 235
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Barton and Wilder^ in the Columbia-Harvard study, found in
1961 that "basic readers from a graded series are used by 90% of
firstgrade teachers

by 92-84% of second and third grade teachers,

on 'all or most days in the year'."
In the Harvard Report on Reading in the Elementary Schools,
released in 1963, Austin and Morrison^ reported that:
for 64% of the 795 respondents (509) indicated that
their systems, in grades 1 through 3, replied
'predominantly' or 'exclusively' on a single basal
series as the chief tool of instruction, while
31.4% (249) indicated that a multiple series was so
used. Basal readers receive almost the same
emphasis in the intermediate grades, with over 60%
reporting 'predominant' or 'exclusive' use of
single series and over 30%. reporting such use for
multiple series.
In these studies from 1943 to 1963, Betts, Staiger,
Stewart, Brekke, Barton and Wilder, and Austin and Morrison found
that the basal reading approach is being used by most of the school
systems in the United States.

How Basal Readers Should Be Used
Yoakam,

3

in explaining how basais should be used, makes a

^Allen Barton, "Beliefs and Practices of Teachers in
Elementary Reading," Challenge and Experiment in Reading. (Proceed
ings of the Annual Conference of the International Reading Associa
tion, Ho. 7; Newark, Delaware: I.R.A., 1962), p. 172.
^Mary C. Austin and Coleman Morrison. The First R, the
Harvard Report on Reading in Elementary Schools" (New York:
Macmillan, 1963) , p . 54.
^Gerald W. Yoakam, Basal Reading Instruction.
McGraw-Hill, 1955), p. 533.

(New York:
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distinction between basal readers and a basal reading program:
Basal readers or textual materials are merely
part of a basal program. "Oiey are the core
materials provided by the program, and they are
considered basal in that they are the fundamen
tal materials through which growth is promoted,
systematically and sequentially, in essential
reading skills, abilities, and understandings.
Yoakam^ distinguishes the basal readers from a basal reading
program:

A basal reading program on the other hand consists
of al1 the suggested or prescribed materials
around which competencies and interests are
developed and maintained. In addition to the
basal readers, the program may include enrich
ment readers, unit readers, enrichment materials
designed for special groups, and suggested
supplementary and text books. These materials,
along with workbooks and teacher's guides, are
all part of the basal program designed to take
the children far beyond the two covers of a
basal reader.
Enrichment reading, as mentioned by Yoakam, is part of the basal
reading program.
notes that:

In his research on recreational reading, Pfau^

reading authorities indicate there is universal

support for a program of recreational reading and relative agree
ment as to its basic nature."

Pfau lists Eller, Strang, Smith,

Burton, and Bond and Wagner as supporters of recreational reading.
Harris

does not regard such reading as merely supplemen-

Hbid.
^Donald W. Pfau, "Effects of Planned Recreational Reading,’
Reading Teacher, XXI (October, 1967), p. 36.
^Albert J Harris, "Key Factors in a Successful Reading
Program," Elementary English, XLVI (January, 1969), p. 72.
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tary or recreational.

He warns against depriving children of a wide

variety of materials:
...unless there is considerable reading diet
beyond the contents of the basal program, the
children must be regarded as being on a bare
subsistence level so far as reading nutrition
is concerned.
Reading experts who also believe that the basal reader must
not be the entire program are;Herrick, Bond, and Watner, Witty,
Heilman, and Huck.

After examining twelve basal programs, Herrick^

summarizes :
A'basal' over-all program of reading instruction
cannot depend on sets of 'basal' reading materials,
either singly or in combination, to achieve all its
requirements.
witty

2

agrees:

"The use of 'basal' skill-building materials is

only part of a well-conceived developmental program."
Wagner

state "The child does not

reader

itself;

Bond and

do all of his reading in the basal

in fact, t-he basalreader isa relatively small part

of the total reading."

Heilman^ explains the place of basal readers

in the reading program:

"While basal reader series can provide the

^Harris, p. 188.
2
Paul Witty, "Individualized Reading— a Summary and Evalua
tion," Elementary English, XXXVI (October, 1959), p. 411.
"Guy L. Bond and Eva Bond Wagner. Teaching the Child to
Read. (New York:
Macmillan, 1960), p. 143.

Reading.

\rthur W. Heilman, Principles and Practices of Teaching
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, 1^61), p. 14Ô.
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foundation for systematic instruction at this level, these materials
should not be thought of as THE reading program."

Huck^ concurs:

"Basic readers are important, but they cannot serve as the whole
reading program."
Stewart^ believes that students must use a variety of
materials :
A single basic program does not preclude the use
of supplementary materials. The reading of
stories and books of all kinds, including other
basal readers, is an intrinsic part of every
'basic'. Such materials are recommended for
enrichment activities, further practice,
remedial work, and for sheer enjoyment. To
suggest that basal readers limit the learner
to the stories contained therin is to exhibit a
lack of understanding of their content.
Artley

O

agrees that students must use many types of

materials and places the teacher directly responsible for providing
for the use of such materials:
To put it more bluntly, if a teacher uses basal
readers to the exclusion of the wealth of other
materials that are provided and suggested for
both individual and group use, she is simply
showing a lack of understanding of what
constitutes a well-rounded reading program.
Many suggestions are found in the literature for supplement-

^Gharlotte Huck. "Objectives for Improving Reading
Instruction in K Through Grade 3," Developing a Permanent Interest
in Reading, ed. H. M. Robinson ("Proceedings of the Annual Conference
on Reading: Supplementary Educational Monographs," No. 84; Chicago:
University of Chicago, 1955), p. 27.
^Stewart, p. 362-63.
^A. S. Artley, "Basal Materials in Reading, Use and Misuse,"
Education, XXCI (May, 1961), p. 533.
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ing basal readers.

Carter and McGinnis^ suggest using bibliog

raphies in teaching guides for "extending interests and experiences
for children."
Vilsek

2

favors the multiple basal approach because "A single

basal book or series cannot give adequate training in all the
essential reading skills and understanding nor give the breadth of
reading experiences desired."
Tinker and McCullough^ consider basal readers as the core,
supplemented by ample and varied audio-visual and print materials.
Some materials mentioned include:

readers, workbooks, supplementary

books, pamphlets, subject-matter texts, newspapers and magazines,
dictionaries and reference books.
Witty^ also advocates the increased use of films and
filmstrips.
During World War II we demonstrated the value of
films and filmstrips in teaching reading...
Schools have been remiss by neglecting to
incorporate such approaches in the teaching of
reading.

^Homer L. Carter and Dorothy J. McGinnis.
to Read. (Boston: Heath, 1962), p. 53.

Teaching Individuals
'

^Elaine C. Vilsek, "Multiple Basal Approach in Beginning
Reading Instruction." New Dimensions in Reading, ed. D. L. Cleland.
("Proceedings of the Annual Conference on Reading:" No. 19;
University of Pittsburg, 1963), p. 142.
%iles A. Tinker and Constance M. McCullough. Teaching
Elementary Reading. (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts"] 1Ô62),
p. 305.
^Paul Witty, "Reading Instruction— a Forward Look,"
Elementary English, (XXXXVIII (March, 1961), p. 164.
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DeBernardis^ adds:

slides, flat printed pictures, field

trips, flannel boards, opaque projectors, and tape recorders.
Dane2

suggests that seeing a filmstrip or hearing a record

motivates children to read the book for himself.
Umans^ states that films, filmstrips, slides and television
can be used In the reading program.

This writer notes that television

programs such as the Jacques Costeau specials, Heldl, and Hans Brlnker
provide motivation for children to read and result In requests for
those materials following the television presentations.
Yoakam^ lists charts, word and phrase cards, workbooks,
texts, filmstrips, and wall charts.

He adds:

The school can scarcely make an error In supplying
plentiful visual materials as highly valuable In
enriching reading experiences, focalizing atten
tion, and creating Interest In reading.
The 1957 Conference on Reading at the University of Chicago
stressed selection and uses of materials, uses and misuses of basais;
purposes, misuses, and uses of workbooks and teacher's guides;
extension reading, reading In content areas, materials for a typical
readers, and library resources In Its 231 page report.

In the

^Amo DeBernardls, "Audio-Visual Reading Tools," Readings on
Reading Instruction, ed. Albert J. Harris (New York: McKay, 1963),
p. 384-87'
2
Chase Dane, "The Librarian as Reading Teacher," Peabody
Journal of Education, XLIV (September, 1964), p. 346.
^Shelley Umans. New Trends In Reading Instruction.
Columbia University Press, 1063), p. 84-92.

(New York:

Yoakam, p. 155.
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transferred onto transparencies, and opaque projectors.

Woods^

also stresses that "The usefulness of audio-visual materials and
methods of instruction for improving the teaching of reading is
limited only by the imagination and skill of the teachers.”
Many reading experts agree that basal readers should be
accompanied by many and varied materials.

However, Russell's^ point

is well taken, "In general the value of any series depends upon the
way it is used."
of basal readers.

Brekke and Yoakam are concerned about the misuse
Brekke^ states that:

...comments are directed against the manner in
which basal readers are used rather than against
the basal reader approach itself.
Yoakam^ agrees:
Most of the criticism of basal readers relate
more to their improper and exclusive use than
to their inadequacies.
Russell is concerned about overuse of basais and lists dangers in the
use of basais which can be overcome by careful planning.

Russell^

^Dorothy Woods, "Using Audiovisual Materials to Stimulate
Interest in Reading in Kindergarten Through Grade Three," Seventy-five
Years of Progress, ed. Alan H. Robinson ("Proceedings of the Annual
Conference on Reading: Supplementary Educational Monographs,"
No. 96; Chicago: University of Chicago, 1966), p. 139.
&)avid H. Russell.
1961), p. 244.

Children Learn to Read.

(Boston:

^Brekke, p. 75.
a
Yoakham, p. 536.
^Russell, p. 151-52.
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Ginn,

15

states:

just because such books are usually available, there is a

danger that they may become too prominent a part of the reading
program.

The studies of Brekke and of Austin and Morrison verify

Russell’s anxieties.
Brekke^ was interested in the time spent on basal as well as
outside reading.

He found that:

...sixty-five reading authorities forwarded
recommendations for weekly basal reading
time allotments, and 60 furnished responses
for the optimum amounts of time which should
be used for other reading...the schools
reported spending more time on basal reading
instruction than was recommended by the
authorities...On the other hand, the schools
reported spending in every grade less time
on other reading than the authorities
recommended.
In the Harvard Study, Austin and Morrison^ found that basal readers
were frequently misused because teachers did not understand their
use:
Many teachers apparently were unaware of the
real purposes of the basal texts and frequently
relied on these books as the sole tool of instruc
tion. Furthermore, although the manuals for most
basal series contained specific instruction
regarding the use of a wide variety of other
materials, few children are exposed to these
supplementary materials on a regularly sustained
basis. The ommission of such materials can have
serious consequences in limiting the children’s
education.
It was this very exclusive use of basais that prompted the

^Brekke, p. 235-36.
2

Austin and Morrison, p. 223.
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system of teaching reading called IR or individualized reading.
Individualized Reading programs enable students to progress at their
own need and interest levels.

One major proponent, Veatch,^ states:

"It is not the books of basal readers that are so objectionable.

It

is the insistence of authors and publishers that all use them in the
same way."
In the individualized reading program, students are not
forced to read the same books regardless of individual need.
Inquisitive children can progress at their own rate through text and
trade books they choose themselves.

According to Olson,^ "Individ

ualized reading is concerned with the "principals of child develop
ment— seeking, self-selection, and self-pacing."
After a comprehensive study of IR research. Fox and Raymond^
list three elements which seemed essential to all programs.
1) Using pretests to determine each child’s
strengths and weaknesses; 2) Developing the child's
ability to select appropriate reading materials;
and 3) continuously evaluating each child’s
progress through the use of individual conferences
and detailed record keeping.

^Jeannette Veatch, "Individual Reading Guidance: Fifth Grade,"
Individualizing Reading Practices, ed. Alice Miel (Bureau of Publications: Practical Suggestions for Teaching, #14; New York:
Columbia University Press, 1968), p. 63.
O
Gudelia A Fox and B. Raymond, "The Individualized Reading
Controversey," National Elementary Principal, (September, 1964),
p. 47.
George D. Spache and Evelyn B. Spache. Reading in the
Elementary School. (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1969), p. 120.
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Providing for individual differences is not a new concept in
reading instruction.

According to Smith^ "attention to individual

differences in reading received its first great impetus during the
decade 1920-1930."

The Dalton and Winnetka Plans were based on

reading assignments in content areas whereas IR programs of today
revolve around the principal of self-selection.

The child can then

select materials to meet his own needs and interests.
materials are needed.

Many types of

Groff^ says "The success of individualized

reading depends upon the immediate availability of numerous and
varied books and other reading materials at many reading difficulty
levels."
Larrick, Veatch, Lowrie, Lazar, and West agree that the
elementary library plays an important role in providing an adequate
variety of materials for individualized reading.

Larrick^ calls the

program "library-centered" and Veatch^ says "the school librarian is
a central resource figure to teachers and children alike."

% i l a Banton Smith, "What have We Accomplished in Reading?,'
Elementary English, XXXVIII (March, 1961), p. 41.
O
Patrick J. Groff, "The Librarian and Individualized
Reading," Wilson Library Bulletin, XXXIV (January, 1966), p. 360.
%ancy Larrick, "You Need Good Libraries to Teach Reading
Today," Individualizing Your Reading Program, Self-selection in
Action, ed. Jeannette Veatch (New York: Putnam, 195#), pT 134.
^Jeannette Veatch. Reading in the Elementary School.
(New York: Ronald Press, 1966), p. 79.
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Lowrie^ relates that an IR program "necessitates large book collec
tions in the library to give adequate variety for service in the
classroom and for home reading."

Lazar^ reflects the results of many

research studies on IR when she states:

"Librarians report that many

more books are being taken out by children than in the past; in fact,
the shelves are frequently empty."

West^ prophesies: "If the move

ment takes substantial hold it will undoubtedly have a telling effect
on the demand for professionally trained librarians and for greatly
expanded library facilities at the elementary school level."
Much research has been conducted on individualized research
programs.

Some noteworthy bibliographies include Duker’s^ compila

tion of master's theses as well as Duker's^ collection of research;

Ijean E. Lowrie. Elementary School Libraries.
Scarecrow Press, 1961), p. 163.

(New York:

^May Lazar, "Individualized Reading: an Approach to
Independent Reading," Readings on Reading Instruction, ed. Albert J.
Harris (New York: McKay, 1^63), p. 180.
^Roland West. Individualizing Reading Instruction, Its
Implications for the Teacher and Librarian. (New York; Kennikat
Press, 1964), p. 145.
^SamDuker, "Master's Studies of Individualized Reading,"
Elementary English, XL (March, 1963), p. 280-82.

raphy .

^Sam Duker. Individualized Reading: an Annotated Bibliog
(New York: Scarecrow Press, 1^68), p. 209.
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Sartain's^ early bibliography and evaluations by Sartain^ and
Witty.3
Much of the research on individualized reading programs does
not have control groups, but those studies that have been carefully
controlled reveal that reading gains are very similar to those of
basal programs.

Teachers who have tried the program are generally

enthusiastic and report that students are reading more than before.
Witty and Sartain are among those experts who would like to see the
best features of basal and individualized programs combined.

Witty^

states :
Common sense as well as some of the studies would
support the use of both approaches in effective
combinations and not with one subservient to the
other.
Sartain^ agrees:
It will be much more fruitful to combine the best
features of individualized reading with the
proven practices in basal work.

^H. W. Sartain, "A Bibliography on Individualized Reading,"
Reading Teacher, XIII (April, 1960), p. 262-65.
^H. W. Sartain, "Individualizing Reading— an Evaluation,"
New Dimensions in Reading, ed. D. L. Cleland ("Proceedings of the
Annual Conference on Reading;" No. 19; Pittsburg, Pa.; University
of Pittsburg, 1963), p. 55-60.
^itty, p. 401-12, 450.
^itty, p. 161.
W. Sartain, "The Place of Individualized Reading in the
Well-planned Program," Readings on Reading Instruction, e d . Albert J.
Harris (New York ; McKay" 1963), p . 195.
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The Library-Media Center and the Reading Program
Regardless of whether basal readers, individualized reading,
or a combination of the two methods are used, materials of many
formats, reading levels and interests must be made available.

The

need for a child to have access to many materials is expressed by
Dane and supported by Chambers.
by reading.

Dane^ says "He will learn to read

He will practice without realizing that he is doing

what is good for him."

Chamber's^ adds:

"Why not let the students

read once we have taught them how?...The delightful world of
children's literature should be an integral part of any good reading
program."
However, MeKim

reported in 1955 that providing enough

materials was not easy for teachers:

"Providing the range, variety,

and quality of reading material needed for the extensive activities
of an effective reading program is a major problem for most teachers."
The literature provides an answer to the teacher's problem.
Testimonies to the role of libraries and librarians^ contributions to
the reading program are many.

Russell^ points to the library to

^Dane, p . 346.
^Dewey W. Chamber, "Let Them Read," Reading Teacher, XX
(December, 1966), p. 255.
G. McKim, Guiding Growth in Reading.
Macmillan, 1955), p. 18?1

(New York:

^The terms library and librarians are retained in this
section to conform to the quotations.
^Russell, p. 163-64.
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provide materials:
Making a variety of books and other reading
materials available to all children is one of
the first responsibilities of the teacher and
other school authorities. The usual way of
making such provision is, of course, the school
library...Library facilities which share its own
enjoyment of literature with children every
day can be the most important factor in develop
ing permanent reading habits and interests.
Gans^ also lists the library as an essential resource:
Proper evaluation of a school's reading program
can be made in part by studying the function
of the school library. If there is no library
or the library cannot be fully utilized because
the staff does not include a librarian, teachers
can develop good reference reading only with much
planning for use of school and public library
resources...a good library is an essential
resource of the school.
Larrick^ agrees and stresses the library program:
Only with a well-developed library program can
students cultivate lifetime habits of reading.
On every count it is the library that makes
the difference.
Corliss^ stresses the need for a librarian:
The provision of the full-time qualified librarian
in each elementary school precludes the necessity
of searching for a mechanical means to teach
developmental reading.

1

Roma Gans. Common Sense in Teaching Reading.
Bobbs-Merrill, 1963), p. 154.

(New York:

p

Nancy Larrick, "The Reading Teacher and the School Library,"
Reading Teacher, XVII (December, 1963), p. 150.
William S. Corliss, "Elementary School Libraries,"
Readings on Reading Instruction, ed. Albert J. Harris (New York:
McKay, 1963), p. 377-380.
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Umans^ stresses the role of the librarian:
The school librarian is in a key position to
help to develop coordinated extensive reading
programs...the librarian, the reading consul
tant, and the teacher should form a resource
team for the selection, the use of, and the
distribution of books.
Dane, Lowrie, and Way stress teacher-1ibrarian cooperation
and the librarian's role in reading guidance.

Dane^ states:

Indirectly, by encouraging children to read
widely, the librarian can do a great deal to
aid them in improving their reading compre
hension...the librarian can complement and
supplement the work of the regular classroom
teacher in encouraging children to read.
Lowrie^ mentions the service librarians give to teachers as well as
notes that encouraging children to read is best done through
individual and group guidance by :
(1) supplying materials for teachers and
classroom use; (2) by suggesting books to
the individual child for home or outside
reading; (3) by conducting a library pro
gram to develop literary appreciation
through storytelling, attractive exhibits
and other devices.
Way^ agrees that "Much of the librarian's time is spent in reading

^Umans, p. 12-33.
^Dane, p . 345.
\owrie, p. 58-59.
^Olivia R. Way, "How Elementary School Teachers and
Librarians Work Together," Reading Teacher, XVII (December, 1963),
p. 159.
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guidance."

Way^ also notes that:

Numerous and varied techniques involving the
library are used to aid in the teaching of
reading... They are most successful when there
is understanding and careful planning between
the classroom teacher and the librarian...
The first ten points on reading and reading guidance in
the 1950 Standards for School Libraries by AASL^ emphasize
essentially the same concept of cooperation, "The pupil's growth
and interest in reading is a joint responsibility of the teachers,
the librarians, and the parents."
The AASL^ also explains the techniques necessary for a
successful program:
Reading guidance in the school library embraces
a variety of approaches which make reading
meaningful and attractive and also a voluntary
activity for boys and girls. It involves the
use of recordings, television and radio pro
grams, films, and the theater. It includes
book displays, book reviews by students in
school publications, assembly programs, book
talks, storytelling, reading aloud, and many
other techniques that are also effective.
The use of a variety of materials is further explained by
the AASL^ in the new 1969 Standards for School Media Programs:
The availability of many materials in a variety
of formats gives students and teachers the

Ifbid.
2

AASL, Standards for School Libraries, p. 15.

3
AASL, Standards for School Libraries, p. 16-17.
^AASI. and DAVI, p. 2.
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opportunity to select from among many
resources the media best suited to answer
their specific needs.
Renthal^ would like for all children to have a library
throughout elementary school :
A school library is closely associated with
the reading development of each child. The
ideal situation, of course, is a stable one
in which this association begins in the first
grade and lasts through the elementary school
years.
Deboer, Cianciolo, Mackintosh and Mahar not only favor
libraries but stress the benefits of centralized library-raedia
centers while McCuskey and Tinker and McCullough emphasize the
materials or media center concept of centralization.
states:

Deboer^

"Essential to any well-planned school-wide reading program

is a well-functioning well-coordinated central library."

Cianciolo^

adds :
The provision of reading materials that
facilitate the reading program constitutes
a vital and major contribution of a central
ized library in the elementary school.

^Helen Renthal, "The School Library and the School Reading
Program," Illinois Libraries, XLV (April, 1963), p. 203.
^John DeBore and Martha Dollman.
(New York: Henry Holt, 1960), p. 342.

The Teaching of Reading.

^Patricia Jean Cianciolo, "The Library and the Reading
Program," Education Digest, XXXIII (January, 1968), p. 43.
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Mackintosh and Mahar^ also explain the benefits of centralized
library collections;
A centralized elementary library makes the whole
collection of children's books available to every
grade and classroom; the same books can be used
at different times by every grade in the school
and thus meet the need of every child.
McCuskey,

a curriculum expert, notes the importance of the library-

media center.

"The new conception of libraries as 'instructional

materials centers' is not a fad, not an invention of library school
theorists.

It is an imperative stemming straight from knowledge of

how children learn."

Tinker and McCullough

2

also stress the use of

many mater ials:
Both the teacher and the librarian, supplement
ing each other , should make certain that they
have thorough knowledge of the reading materials
available. Only then is full use of the materials
in the reading program going to be made.
Tinker and McCullough^ also stress the use of a library-media
center whose:
purpose is to pool all of a school's stock of
instructional materials and make them available

^Patricia Jean Cianciolo, "The Library and the Reading
Program," Education Digest, XXXIII (January, 1968), p. 43.
n

Dorothy McCuskey, "The Curriculum and the Creative
Elementary Library," Wilson Library Bulletin, XXXVI (December, 1961),
p. 312.
---------------------%iles A. Tinker and Constance M. McCullough. Teaching
Elementary Reading. (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1962) ,
p. 291.
^Ibid.
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as requested by classroom teachers.
Research studies which show the positive relationship
between library-media centers and the reading program have been
completed by Monohan, Masterton, and Gaver.

Monohan compared

students in a school with and without a central library.

Although

she did not find a significant difference between the abilities of
the two groups of children on reading achievement scores, Monohan's^
research:
...clearly supports the hypothesis that students
in schools with a central library read books of
better quality (as defined) and greater diversity
in subject content than do students in a school
without a library.
After studying an elementary school over a period of years, before
and after establishment of a school library, Masterton^ concluded
that :
(1) elementary school students make higher
scores on reading tests when the school has
a central library and (2) improvement in
reading is more marked at all grade levels
when a full-time librarian supervises an
active library program.

Marietta Monohan, "A Comparison of Student Reading in
Elementary Schools with and without a Central Library" (unpublished
Master's thesis, Library School, University of Chicago, 1956),
p. 55.
2

Elizabeth C. Masterton, "An Evaluation of the School
Library in the Reading Program of ttie School" (unpublished Master's
thesis. Library School, University of Chicago, 1963) cited by
Mary V. Caver, Effectiveness of Centralized Library Service in
Elementary Schools. (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press,
1963), XXV.
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Gaver’s^ research substantiated the "hypothesis that the amount of
reading done by children is related to the nature of the library
provision in the school."

Gaver^ also reports that:

The measure of accessibility of
services differentiated clearly
three library categories and in
school library category, by the
by the jury rating.

resources and
among the
favor of the
faculty and

O
Gaver

also cites research on libraries in elementary

schools by Leavitt, Corliss, and Lewis as well as studies in
Wisconsin and Tacoma to provide "substantiation of the finding that
only with employed personnel and a program of services— that is,
with a school library— does there appear to be a measurable impact
on the reading program."
According to Smith,^ in 1960 alone there were 1,000 studies
on reading reported.

Gaver,^ however, reports that until recently

there was little research carried on which related the library-media
center specifically to the reading program and that "the possibilities

Mary V. Gaver. Effectiveness of Centralized Library
Service in Elementary Schools. (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers
University Press, 1963), p. 9?.
^Ibid., p. 123.
^ a r y V. Gaver, "What Research Says About the Teaching of
Reading and the Library," Reading Teacher, XVII (December, 1963),
p. 187.
^Smith, p. 96.
^Gaver, "What Research Says About the Teaching of Reading
and the Library," p. 189.
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of interdisciplinary research appear to be obvious."
Many schools do not have library-media centers and
qualified media specialists.

According to 1961 library statistics,

Mahar^ states, "More elementary schools are without central
libraries than are served by them."
are being added annually.

Elementary library-media centers

According to 1962-63 statistics from the

U.S. Bureau of Economic Research and Development,

2

"The wider spread

of centralized school libraries is largely accounted for by develop
ments in elementary schools.

However, only half of the elementary
O

schools had libraries."

Austin and Morrison

found that in ten of

the eleven large city systems they visited, 75% of the schools had
central libraries, "Only one, however, had a full complement of
trained librarians to staff all the libraries on a full-time basis."
School programs, including library-media programs, are
being held accountable for producing results with students and
teachers.

More research is needed to show the value of the library-

media center and media specialist so that existing media programs
can be retained and new programs can be added.

The Purpose and the Problem
A search of the literature on the teaching of reading in

^Mary Helen Mahar, "Meeting the New School Library
Standards," School Life, XXXXIII (March, 1961), p. 16.
^U.S. Bureau of Economic Research and Development. Public
School Library Statistics 1962-63, prepared by Richard Darling.
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1964).
^Austin and Morrison, p. 131.
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this chapter reveals that 1) basal readers are used extensively by
elementary teachers in the United States in developmental reading
programs.

2)

An effective basal reading program includes the use

of a wide variety of materials besides the basal reader.

3)

Audio

visual materials are no longer considered aids to reading, but when
co-ordinated with other reading materials they are tools for teach
ing.

h)

Many teachers mistakenly rely on basais as the sole tool of

instruction.

5)

Concern has been shown about providing materials

and equipment for the reading program.

6)

A central library-media

center with a full-time media specialist provides a clearing house
for dissemination of materials and equipment.

7)

Many elementary

schools do not have adequate centralized media centers and full-time
media specialists.

8)

Additional research is needed to show the

value of the library-media center and the media specialist to the
reading program.
The Lafayette School Corporation is one of many systems
which uses basal readers as the foundation of its developmental
reading program.

The Lafayette School Corporation is located in

Lafayette, Indiana, 60 miles northwest of Indianapolis, Indiana and
125 miles southeast of Chicago.

The Chamber of Commerce^ reports

that "by a special census in 1966, Lafayette had 45,147 residents
and has an area of 7.12 square miles."

^Theodore C. Helmreich, Greater Lafayette at Work.
(Lafayette, Indiana: Greater Lafayette Chamber of Commerce, 1967),
p. 1.
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The school records^ during 1969-70 show the elementary
population for grades one through six as 5,156 students served by
178 classroom teachers in 13 buildings.
The adoption of a basal reading series within the corporation
is a serious consideration because teachers are expected to use the
adopted basal reading series as the framework of the reading program.
In 1968 the Macmillan Reading Program^ was adopted for grades kinder
garten through six.

The definitions for basal readers and a basal

reading program as defined in Chapter 1 apply to the Macmillan
Reading Program. All teachers attended orientation meetings
conducted by the publisher where techniques for using the readers,
workbooks and the Macmillan English Series^ were given.
The supplementary readers available to all thirteen schools
are the previously adopted basal readers or are sets of readers
purchased by the syston. Other supplementary materials are to be
used whenever available and whenever the classroom teacher finds it
appropriate.
All of the elementary schools in Lafayette are serviced
through regular deliveries of the Wabash Valley Education Center

^Lafayette School Corporation, "Elementary Enrollment,"
September 19, 1969. p. 1. (Mimeographed.)
n
Albert J. Harris and May Knight Clark, The Macmillan
Reading Progran. (New York; The Macmillan Company, 1966).
Thomas C. Pollock, Florence B. Bowden, and Robert J. Geist,
The Macmillan English Series. (New York; The Macmillan Company,
1967)1
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established by Title II, P.L. 89-10.

This center is located in the

twin city of West Lafayette and services 28 other school corpora
tions.

The Wabash Valley Education Center^ has 2,500 films, 200

curriculum guides, 182 audio tapes, 350 sets of transparency
masters, 19 Diazo transparency master books, 85 sets of study
prints, 23 models, 50 commercial kits, 29 multimedia kits, 25 maps
or charts, 479 slides, 3 programmed self-instruction kits, and
1,839 filmstrips in addition to the entire filmstrip collections of
Bailey Films, Encyclopaedia Britannica, Jam Handy, and McGraw-Hill.
The professional library contains 2,500 books, monographs, and
pamphlets.

Facilities for production of audio-visuals are also

available at the Wabash Valley Education Center.

Other materials

are available to teachers who are students of education classes at
Purdue University located in West Lafayette, the West Lafayette
Public Library, and the Wells Memorial Library in Lafayette.

In

addition, the Lafayette School Corporation maintains a film library
of 200 films.
The Lafayette School Corporation is also one of many systems
which has not provided adequate funds for central library-media
centers and fulltime media specialists.

The Library Study Committee^

^William Floud, Final Report for Project #67-0337-1 Under
Title II, P.L. 89-10. (West Lafayette, Indiana; Wabash. Valley
Education Center, 1970), p. 74, 75.
^Earl E. Nelson (Chairman), Report from the Library Study
Committee, A report prepared for the Curriculum Committee of the
Lafayette School Corporation,(Lafayette, Indiana, 1966), p. 15.
(Mimeographed.)
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reported in 1966 that "no elementary building in the school corpora
tion has an instructional center [library-media centei] that meets
the standards established by the state of Indiana."
the thirteen schools for housing media include:

Facilities in

small collections in

each classroom rather than a centralized collection and collections
in reconverted classrooms or other rooms which do not meet the
Indiana Library Standards.

Other collections are found in an open

hallway, a faculty lounge, and a prefabricated building located near
one of the schools.
In 1967 a new school building with a library-media center
opened and replaced one of the older elementary buildings.

The

writer of this study became the full-time media specialist for that
school and developed a media program for the 14 teachers and 325
students of that school. The unified media program includes
centralizing and cataloging all existing or new media, preparing
bibliographies of holdings in various areas of the curriculum,
conducting in-service programs, serving as a consultant to teachers,
producing and creating visuals for classroom use, working with
teachers to select new materials, and scheduling equipment and
materials.

Flexible scheduling in the library-media center allows

students to come to the center by classrooms, smaller groups, or
individually.

Instruction in the use of equipment and materials is

conducted individually or with groups of students and is related to
classroom needs.

A half-hour storytelling program is held weekly

for all students, kindergarten through third grade, and special
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programs are conducted for students in grades four through six.

A

program of reading guidance includes helping students to find
materials for classroom or individual needs.

Circulation policies

make materials and equipment readily available to teachers and
students.
The role of this new library-media center in the reading
program is of interest not only to the teachers and administrators
of all the schools in the Lafayette School Corporation but is of
interest to the school board members as well.

The adoption of a new

basal reading series and the opening of a new library-materials
center made the school years 1968-69 and 1969-70 an appropriate time
to study the effect of the library-media center on the use of
materials in the developmental reading program.

This study

attempted to determine whether or not the teachers in the school
with the library-media center and full-time media specialist use
more materials in the teaching of reading than the teachers in the
schools without library-media centers and full-time media
specialists.
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CHAPTER I I

METHODOLOGY

Design of the Study
The hypothesis to be tested, as noted in Chapter 1, is
whether teachers in a school with a library-media center and a full
time media specialist use more materials in the teaching of reading
than teachers in schools without library-media centers and full-time
media specialists.

This was tested by a survey of 178 teachers of

grades one through six in the 13 elementary schools of the Lafayette,
Indiana School Corporation.

The 14 teachers in the school with the

library-media center and the full-time media specialist constitute
the experimental group in this study.

The 169 teachers in the 12

other schools who do not have library-media centers and full-time
media specialists compose the control group.

Instruments Used in the Study
The study
In order to test the hypothesis, information had to be found
to indicate the types and amounts of materials used by teachers in
the teaching of reading.

Therefore, this writer prepared a "Survey

of Materials for Reading" (Appendix A and B ) . The survey questions
were formulated after an extensive search of the»literature on the
teaching of reading revealed which types of equipment and materials
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should be part of reading programs.

The "Survey of Materials for

Reading" was pretested by a selected number of elementary teachers
who did not teach in the Lafayette School Corporation.
The "Survey of Materials for Reading" contains fourteen
major areas.

The first general area includes survey numbers (1) -

(39) and provides the following information about the participating
teachers:

grade levels, education, experience, and courses taken in

reading, children’s literature, library science, and audio-visual.
Time spent on reading and the number of reading groups
assigned to basais constitutes the second area in questions (40)(53).
The third area of interest deals with supplementary readers
in survey numbers (54)-<80).

Area four, numbers (81)-(102), concerns

classroom collections of books.

The fifth category investigates the

availability of funds for reading materials, survey numbers (103)(112), while the sixth category shows how these materials are
selected (113)-(143).
Areas seven, eight, and nine involve the use of supplementary
paper books, (144)-(165); chapters from published books, which appear
in the readers, (166)-(175); and books listed in the Macmillan
English Books, (175)-(183).
Reading aloud is the concern of area ten, (184)-(219).

Use

of public library materials, survey numbers (220)-(238), is area
eleven.

The twelfth area involves the use of poetry anthologies,

survey numbers (239)-(250).

Area thirteen concerns itself with the
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use of audio-visual materials and equipment and includes survey
numbers (251)-(394).

The final area, fourteen, is devoted to

teacher interest in seeking additional help in the use of materials
(395)-(h03).
The "Survey of Materials for Reading" was distributed from
the office of the Elementary Consultant, Earl Nelson, to all
teachers of grades one through six in the Lafayette School Corpora
tion.

Teachers did not know that the author of the survey was the

media specialist in the experimental school so that results would
not be influenced.

The instructions for completing the survey

(Appendix A) list the purpose of th° survey as a tool for identify
ing the types of materials used in teaching reading in the corpora
tion.

Materials usage profile
In order to discover the extent to which teachers use
materials, a usage score was devised by the writer.
relating to materials or equipment were isolated.

All questions
This writer then

assigned point values of one or two to items which indicated use of
materials.

For example, the thirteenth area of the "Survey of

Materials for Reading" concerns itself with the use of specific
pieces of equipment or materials.

A frequent user of the tape

recorder in the teaching of reading would have selected the
category "often" in the "Survey of Materials for Reading."

The

response "often" receives a score of two points while the response
"sometimes" would receive a score of one point.

Other items which
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indicate use of supplementary readers, correlated books, poetry
anthologies, etc. also receive scores of one or two points.

Each

item and the points received are listed in Appendix D on page 105
A two-way analysis of variance (F test) was used to
determine whether or not there were significant differences between
and within group means on "Materials Usage Profile" scores.
Significant F Ratios were essential in supporting the hypothesis
that teachers in a school with a library-media center and a full
time media specialist use more materials in the teaching of reading
than teachers In schools without library-media centers and full-time
media specialists.
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CHAPTER I I I

RESULTS

Information About Participants
One hundred seventy-three teachers in grades one through six
in the Lafayette School Corporation completed the "Survey of
Materials for Reading."
study.

Only five teachers did not take part in the

None of the five were from the experimental school.

Three

of those teachers did not return the survey, one teacher did not
teach reading but devoted all his time to teaching mathematics, and
one teacher did not use the Macmillan Reading Program at all and did
not complete the survey.

Tables 1 through 7 show the grade levels

taught, education and experience of teachers, and courses taken in
reading, children's literature, library science, and audio-visual.

TABLE 1.— The grade levels of participating teachers

Grade levels

Experimental

Control

First

21.42%

21.38%

Second

21.42%

20.12%

Third

14.28%

18.86%

Fourth

14.28%

12.57%

Fifth

14.28%

13.83%

Sixth

14.28%

13.20%
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TABLE 2 — The education of participating teachers

Education

Experimental

Control

B.A.

35.71%

37.10%

B.A, + 15 hours

14.28%

12.57%

M.A. or M.A.

35.71%

42.76%

M.A. or M.S.

+ 15 hours

7.14%

4.40%

M.A. or M.S.

+ 30 hours

7.14%

2.51%

00.00%

00.00%

Ed. Spec.

TABLE 3 —

The experience of participating teachers

Years of Experience

Experimental

Control

2 years or less

21.42%

28.30%

3-5 years

28.57%

22.64%

6-10 years

00.00%

10.69%

11-15 years

00.00%

8.80%

16-20 years

21.42%

5.66%

20 years or more

28.57%

23.89%
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TABLE 4 —

The reading courses taken by participating teachers

Reading courses

Experimental

Control

none

00.00%

.62%

1

14.28%

10.69%

2

14.28%

38.36%

4

35.71%

30.81%

6

21.42%

11.94%

7.14%

6.91%

7 or more

TABLE 5.— The children’s literature courses taken by participating
teachers

Children’s literature
courses

Experimental

Control

7.14%

3.77%

1

35.71%

56.60%

2

42.85%

27.67%

3

14.25%

27.67%

none
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TABLE 6
teachers

The library science courses taken by participating

Library science
courses

Experimental

Control

none

50 .00%

55.35%

1

28.57%

29.55%

2

7.14%

10.06%

4

14.28%

1.25%

6

00.00%

1.25%

10

00.00%

2.51%

TABLE 7__ The audio--visual courses taken by participating teachers

Audio-visual
courses

Experimental

Control

none

50.00%

28.93%

1

28.57%

49.68%

2

14.25%

10.69%

5

7.14%

4.40%
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Reading Groups and Time Spent Reading

Reading groups
About 14% of the experimental and about 15% of the control
teachers have one reading group while 71.4% and 55.97% respectively
have two groups.

In the experimental group 7.17% have 4 or 5

reading groups while 22.64% of the control teachers have four or
five groups.

Time spent reading
No classes in the experimental group and only two classes in
the control group spend only once a week reading, but 85.71% of the
experimental and 77.35% of the control children spend time reading
daily.

Twenty minutes a day accounted for 14.28% of the experimental

and 22.64% of the control children’s time spent reading, three
quarters of an hour accounted for 64.28% for experimental and 53.83%
for control, one to two hours accounted for 14.28% and 17.61%
respectively.

Only slightly over 7% of experimental and 15% of

control teachers indicated that they have individualized reading
programs.

Supplementary Readers
All teachers in the system should have the following sets
of supplementary readers available;

Scott Foresman, Ginn, Readers'

Digest, Merrill Literature Series, and Merrill Skill Text.
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TABLE 8 — Sets of supplementary books with which the
teachers are familiar.

Supplementary
Readers

Experimental

Control

Scott Foresman

57.1%

52.20%

Ginn

85.7%

83.64%

Readers' Digest

78.5%

44.65%

Merrill Literature
Series

57.1%

47.79%

Merrill Skill Text

42.8%

53.84%

Other

92.8%

22.01%

In the experimental school, 85.7% of the teachers have readers
available above the grades taught compared with 81.76% of the control
teachers.

In the below grade level category, 92.85% of the

experimental teachers and 79.25% of the control teachers have
readers available.

Teachers in the experimental group do not borrow

supplementary readers above grade level from other teachers but one
teacher borrows books below grade level from another teacher.

In the

control group, 33.33% borrow supplementary readers above their grade
level from other teachers and 32.70% borrow these books from teachers
who teach below their grade level.

Only 10.69% of the experimental

and only 11.32% of the control teachers have these supplementary
readers as a permanent part of their classroom.
The school library is the source of most of the supplementary
readers in the experimental school— 78.57% for readers above grade
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level and 71.43% for readers below grade level.

In the control group,

only 35.84% borrow books above grade level from the library while
only 32.70% borrow supplementary books below grade level from the
library.
The following reasons why supplementary readers were not
available on grade level above the grade taught were:

books are

saved for next year— 7.14% of experimental and 5.03% of control;
students are at the right grade level— none for experimental and
6.91% for control; borrowing from other teachers is complicated—
none for experimental and 1.25% for control; other reasons— 7.14%
for experimental and 3.14% for control.

Reasons mentioned in the

"other' category were from sixth grade teachers who indicated that
sets above grade six were scarce or not available.
The following reasons why supplementary readers are not
available below the grade taught were:

readers had already been

covered— none for experimental and 1.25% for control; students are
at grade level— none for experimental and 3.14% for control; borrow
ing from other teachers is complicated— none for experimental and
.62% for control; borrowing from a central source is complicated—
7.14% for experimental and none for control; other reasons— none
for experimental and 11.94% for control.

Reasons given in the

"other" category were that first grade teachers indicated that there
were no readers below pre-primer level.

Classroom Collections
Many teachers in both groups have permanent classroom
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collections of books— 71.42% of experimental teachers and 86.16%
of control teachers.

More of the experimental teachers own these

books themselves— 35.71% compared with 6.91% of control teachers.
The school owns 7.14% of experimental and 39.62% of the control class
room collections while 28.57% of experimental and 38.99% of control
collections are owned jointly by the teachers and the school.
One hundred percent of the teachers in the experimental
group have temporary or floating collections (collections of materials
which come from a source outside the classroom and remain in the
classroom until they are no longer needed) while only 62.89% of the
control teachers have these collections.

TABLE 9— Sources for temporary classroom collections of books

Sources

Experimental

Control

School library

92.85%

46.54%

Public library

35.71%

13.83%

Students

42.85%

22.64%

Combination

35.71%

18.86%

Other

21 .42%

11.32%
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TABLE 10.— Persons who select temporary classroom collections
of books

Selecting Persons

Experimental

Control

Teachers

71,42%

50.94%

Librarian

71.42%

8.17%

Student:,

51.14%

27.04%

Combination

50.00%

16.98%

Types of books in temporary classroom collections of books
Fifty percent of the experimental and 44.02% of the control
classroom collections of books include all grade levels and subjects.
In the experimental group, 14.28% are on any subject but are on
grade level while 11.94% of the control group are on any subject but
are on grade level.

Teachers in the experimental group said 7.14%

of the books are on grade level about subjects in readers and control
teachers said 3.14% are on grade level about those subjects.

Books

on any grade level if they pertained to subjects in readers were
reported as 7.14% for experimental and 1.88% for control teachers.

Availability of Funds
Not all of the teachers in both groups have annual allotments
to spend on instructional materials for their rooms.

Only 57.14% of

the experimental and 69.81% of the control teachers have funds.
Only three of the experimental teachers reported the percentage of
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annual allotments to be used for materials relating to the reading
program— 7.14% spent 25%, 14.28% spend all of it on reading materials,
In the control group, 23.27% spend 25% of the money on reading
materials and the same percentage also spent 50%.

Only 2.51% spend

all of it on materials relating to the reading program.
Those who spent some of this money for materials relating
specifically to subjects in the readers were:

none of the experi

mental and 25.78% of the control teachers spent 25%; 21.42% of the
experimental and 6.28% of the control teachers spent 50%, and no one
from either group spent all of it for materials relating to subjects
in the readers.

Selection of Materials for Purchase

TABLE 11.— Persons who select materials for purchase

Selecting Persons

Experimental

Control

Principal

50.00%

62.26%

Teachers

71.42%

78.61%

Librarian

92.85%

11.94%

Combination

57.14%

25.78%
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TABLE 12
Influences on the selection of books and audio
visual materials

Influences

Experimental

Control

catalogs
ISTA and other exhibits

7.14%

20.75%

Purdue Children’s
Literature collection

14.28%

9.43%

Librarian’s
recommendation

71.42%

5.66%

Macmillan lists

28.57%

2.10%

Children’s Catalog

57.14%

54.08%'0

Combination

42.85%

11.94%

periodicals used as selection sources
Experimental teachers did not answer individual questions
pertaining to periodicals subscribed to by the school except that
78.57% said that the librarian would know which ones they received.
In the control group, the following percentages of teachers said
they received the magazines;

Hornbook, 5.03%; Booklist, 4.40%;

School Libraries, 3.14%; and Library Journal, 3.77%.

Over 60% of

the teachers in the control group said they did not know the maga
sines to which their school subscribed.

The Children’s Catalog
Over 57% of the experimental teachers indicated that there
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was a Children's Catalog available compared with over 46% of the
control teachers.

No one in the experimental group indicated that

they did not know what the Children's Catalog was while 3.77% of the
control teachers selected that alternative.

Only 14.28% of the

experimental teachers did not know if the school owns a Children's
Catalog while 30.18% of the control teachers were unaware of ownership.

The Macmillan Teacher's Annotated Edition and Guide as a
selection source
In the experimental group, 78.57% of the teachers said books
were purchased from the bibliography in the Macmillan Teacher's
Annotated Edition and Guide and 21.42% of these teachers said that
from 6-10 of these books were available while 35.71% said eleven or
more were available.
In the control group, 37.73% of the teachers said that books
were purchased from the bibliography in the Macmillan Teacher's
Annotated Edition and Guide.

Of these teachers, 8.80% indicated that

from one to five were available, 13.83% said from six to ten are
available, and 15.57% said that eleven or more are available.
The two teachers in the experimental group who said books
were not purchased did not indicate why books from the Macmillan
Teacher's Annotated Edition and Guide were not available.
reasons stated by the control teachers were as follows:

However,
no money was

available— 16.35%; titles, prices, and sources were not available—
11.32%; teachers wanted to examine them first— 5.66%; students did
not seem interested in these subjects— 1.25%.
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Supplementary Paperbacks
Eight paperback books correlated to specific chapters in the
readers for grades one through three are available from the publisher.
It is not a system policy to order these supplementary paperback
books for each building as it is with supplementary readers.
Sixty-two and a half percent of the experimental and 57.14%
of the control teachers used these paperbacks.

Twenty-five percent

of the experimental teachers of grades one through three did not
answer the question and 12.50% said they did not use the books.
the 66.50% who did use them owned all titles.
these amounts of books:

But

Control teachers own

16.66% own all titles, 12.50% own from 2-4

titles, 12.50% owned from 4-5 titles, and 9.47% did not know how
many titles were owned.
All of the 62.50% of experimental teachers who said they use
the supplementary readers reported having from five to ten copies of
each book.
follows:

Control teachers reported the number of copies as
1-5 books, 5.20%; 6-10 books, 6.25%; 11-20 books, 10.41%;

classroom quantities 12.50%; and 5.20% do not know how many copies
were available.
All of the 62.50% of experimental teachers, kept their
supplementary readers in the library while in the control group
2,08% were kept in the library, 18.75% are shared by classrooms, and
18.75% were kept in the classroom.
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Chapters from Whole Books
Sometimes the selections in basal readers are chapters from
previously published books, simplified versions of famous tales, or
complete reprints of short stories or poems.

Fifty percent of the

experimental teachers and 47.16% of the control teachers noted that
there were books available in their school from which chapters or
entire selections had been taken.

About half of each group did not

answer how many were available but of those who answered, 14.28%
of experimental and 4.40% of control teachers indicated that most of
the books were available; 7.14% of experimental and 5.66% of control
teachers answered that half of the books were available; and 28.57%
of experimental and 37.73% of control teachers responded that a few
of the books were available.
Teachers in the experimental group did not answer why the
books weren’t available and response from the control group was
negligible.

However, 3.77% of control teachers reported that they

had no funds, 14.46% did not realize that stories were chapters from:
whole books, and 5.03% had no information about publishers, prices,
etc.

Books Listed in the Macmillan English

Series

Of teachers in grades four through six,

66.66%

experimental and 26.98% of the control teachers
listed

ofthe

purchased books

in the Macmillan English Series. Almost 17% of the experi

mental teachers said most of the books listed had been purchased arxl
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the same percentage stated that half had been purchased.

In the

control group, 4.76% of the teachers said that most of the books
had been purchased, 12.69% said half had been purchased, and 11.11%
said a few had been purchased.

One experimental teacher wanted to

examine the books first and the other gave no reason for not purchas
ing the books.

However, the reasons control teachers didn’t purchase

books were because:

26.98% said they were unaware of them, 11.11%

could not find information on publishers, prices, etc., 11.11%
wanted to examine them first, and 3.17% listed a combination of
reasons.

Reading Aloud to Students
One hundred percent of the experimental teachers and 91.82%
of the control teachers read aloud to their classes.

In the

experimental group 21.42% of the teachers read whenever time is
available compared with 8.86% for the control group.

In the experi

mental group 28.57% of the teachers read to their classes daily
while 31.44% of the control teachers do so.

In the experimental

group 42.85% of the teachers read to their classes several times a
week and 30.18% of control teachers read to their classes several
times a week.

Over 7% of the experimental and over 8% of the

control teachers read once a week to their classes.

Length of time spent reading to classes
Fifteen minutes is the most common time spent reading to
classes with 64.28% of experimental and 62.89% of control teachers
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spending this length of time.

Over 21% of experimental and over

17% of control teachers spend a half hour.

In the experimental

group, 7.14% of the teachers read three quarters of an hour at a
time compared with .62% of control teachers.

No one reads for an

hour but 5.66% of control teachers specified other reasons.

TABLE 13
Influences on the selections that teachers read
to students

Influences

Experimental

Control

Ideas from children's
literature classes

28.57%

37.73%

Books teachers have
read through the
years

64.28%

54.08%

Books suggested by
a librarian
Books brought in
by students

g gO%

'

°

43.39%

Books suggested by
the Macmillan Teacher's
Edition

28.57%

11.32%

A combination of
reasons

50.00%

32.70%

Sources of books based on subjects from readers
Teachers in both groups try to correlate reading selections
to subjects in the readers with 71.42% of experimental and 57.23% of
control teachers reading on subjects connected with basal stories.
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TABLE 14
Sources of books which are based cn subjects
from readers.

Sources

Experimental

Control

Librarian

42.85%

00.00%

Pupils

14.25%

27.67%

Teacher

50.00%

46.54%

Macmillan Lists

14.28%

6.28%

Reasons why books based on reader subjects were not read
Only one experimental teacher out of over 28% who did not
read books based on reader subjects expressed a reason why she did
not do so.

The reason, listed after the category "other" was that a

good selection of other materials was available.
control teachers were:

Reasons given by

4.40% did not think students would be

interested in those subjects, 7.54% did not know of appropriate books,
5.66% said books were not available, and 6.25% checked the category
"other".

Public Library Usage

Teacher usage
In the experimental group, 71.42% of the teachers possess a
library card, 64.28% have borrowed books within the last six months,
and 42.85% have borrowed books to supplement collections at school.
Over 57% of experimental teachers have someone else in the building
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who borrows collections for them.
In the control group, 64.40% of the teachers have current
library cards, 44.02% have borrowed books in the last six months, and
25.75% of these teachers have borrowed books to supplement collections
at school.

Only 3.77% said someone else in the building borrowed

collections for them.

Library field trips
Only 28.57% of the experimental teachers and 8.80% of the
control teachers took their classes to the library to get cards or
borrow books.

The most common reason why the trip was not taken was

the "other" category selected by 42.85% of experimental and 44.02%
of control teachers.

Teachers stated that field trips were not

encouraged by the system.

Similarly, 7.14% of experimental and

10.69% of control teachers did not take classes to the public library
because there was too much responsibility connected with the venture.
The category receiving the second largest response was 21.42% of
experimental and 22.64% of control teachers who indicated that most
of them already had cards and that 14.28% of experimental and 6.91%
of control students had been on similar trips.

Poetry Anthologies
In grades one through three, 62.50% of experimental and
46.97% of control teachers used the poetry anthologies listed in the
Macmillan Teacher's Edition.

Experimental teachers indicated that

21.42% were kept in the school library and 14.28% were kept other
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places.

Control teachers revealed that 5.03% were shared with other

teachers, 11.34% were kept in the classroom, 5.66% were from a
source outside the school, 3.77% were from the school library, and
6.91% were found other places.
No experimental teachers gave reasons why poetry anthologies
were not available, but the control teachers gave the
reasons for not using poetry anthologies:

following

17.61% were unaware of

them, 1.25% could not find information on publishers, prices, etc.,
3.77% wanted to examine them first, 4.40% had no funds, and .62%
said a combination of reasons were responsible.

Use of Audio-visual Equipment and Materials
Consult Appendix E for statistics regarding the use of
audio-visual equipment and materials.

Bulletin boards
Experimental teachers prepared 21.42% more bulletin boards in
the often category and 15.64% more in the sometimes category.
Bulletin boards prepared by others in the experimental school were
28.81% higher in the often category but control teachers had others
prepare bulletin boards 37.42% more in the sometimes category.
Teachers were not asked why they did not use bulletin boards.

Commercial picture sets and

pamphlet files

Experimental teachers used commercial picture sets .23% more
in the often category and 29.55% more in the sometimes category.
Control teachers had 5.69% more pamphlet files containing charts.
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maps, picture sets in their rooms but experimental teachers used
66.39% more pamphlet files in the library and 4.63% more files in
both places.

In the experimental group 21.42% added the following

reasons for not using commercial picture sets;

did not realize

usefulness, use bulletin boards for history, science, and art, and
picture sets pertaining to the subject matter in the sixth grade is
limited.
Reasons why commercial picture sets were not used by control
teachers were:

52.83% said they did not own any, 1.25% could not

see the use, and 5.03% did not use them for other reasons.
reasons include;

Other

its too difficult to work commercial sets into

the program and teachers are too busy getting the basics finished
first.
Teachers were not asked why they did not use pamphlet files.

phonograph records and tapes
Experimental teachers have students listen to phonograph
recordings 55.26% more than control teachers in the often category
but 2.65% less in the sometimes category.

Teachers were not asked

why they did not use phonograph records in their reading programs.
Experimental teachers have students listen to 19.54% more
tape recordings in the often category and 40.39% more in the some
times category.

In the experimental group, 7.14% of the teachers

did not use tapes because there wasn't enough time.
by control teachers were;

Reasons given

no tapes, 31.44%; no recorders, 10.69%;

did not know how to use recorder or tapes, 2.51%; not a valuable
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experience, 2.51% and not enough time, 11.32%.

Models and realia
Experimental teachers used models and realia 20.17% more than
control teachers in the often category but control teachers used them
12.93% more in the sometimes category.
use models and realia were:

Reasons why teachers did not

models and realia not available— 14.28%

of the experimental and 44.02% of the control teachers.

No one in

the experimental group said that using models was not a valuable
experience while 4.40% of the control teachers checked that category.
Other reasons claimed 7.14% of the experimental and 3.14% of control
teachers' responses.
were:

Other reasons given by experimental teachers

did not take time, did not know about them, models were used

for history and science.
were:

Other reasons given by control teachers

students are not able to use models, teachers did not think

of using them.

8mm and 16mm films
Experimental teachers used 5.89% more 8mm film loops in the
often category and 47.08% more in the sometimes category.

Experi

mental teachers did not use 8mm loops because they did not know how
to use them and they did not have enough time.
loops were not used by control teachers were:

Reasons why 8mm
no loops were avail

able, 30.18%; no projectors were available, 12.57%; no loops or
projectors were available, 18.86%; did not know how to use them,
1.25%; not a valuable experience, 2.51%, and not enough time, 10.69%.
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Experimental teachers used 6.74% more 16mm films in the
often category but 6.60% less than the control group in the sometimes
category.

Experimental teachers gave the following reasons for not

using 16mm films:
time, 14.28%.
were:

films were not available, 7.14%; and not enough

Reasons for control teachers not showing 16mm films

films not available, 11.32%; not a valuable experience, .62%;

not enough time, 13.20%; no films and projectors, 1.88%.

Filmstrips
Experimental teachers had students use 41.60% more individual
filmstrip previewers in the often category and 34.05% in the some
times category.

The only reason given by an experimental teacher was

that one teacher did not know how to use the previewers.
given by control teachers were as follows:

Reasons

no filmstrips, 23.89%;

no previewers, 45.28%; did not knew' how to use previewers, 1.25%;
not a valuable experience, 1.25%; not enough time, 8.80%.
Experimental teachers showed 18.91% more filmstrips to
whole classes in the often category and 21.49% more in the sometimes
category.

Reasons for not using filmstrips with the whole class

were given by experimental teachers but reasons given by control
teachers were:

no filmstrips, 23.89%; no projectors, 3.77%; did not

know how to use projectors; 2.51%; not a valuable experience, .62%;
not enough time, 9.43%
Experimental teachers used filmstrips correlated with other
reading series or on phonics and grammar 15.14% more in the often
category but 9.79% less in the sometimes category.

Reasons why
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experimental teachers did not correlate filmstrips with other read
ing series or phonics was because 7.14% said no filmstrips were
available.

Reasons given by control teachers were;

no filmstrips,

26.41%; no projectors, 1.25%; did not know how to use, 1.88%; not a
valuable experience, 1.88%; and not enough time, 3.14%.

Plays and puppet shows
Experimental teachers utilized plays and puppet shows 4,85%
more than control teachers in the often category and .98% more in
the sometimes category.

Experimental teachers did not list reasons

for not having children participate in plays or puppet shows.
Reasons given by control teachers for not having children participate
in plays and puppet shows were:

no script was available, .62%; no

stage was available, .62%; and no time, 4.40%.

Field trips aud resource persons
No teachers in either the experimental or control group went
on field trips often but experimental teachers went on 4% more trips
in the sometimes category.
group.

Few field trips were taken by either

In the experimental group, 7.14% said field trips were not

a valuable experience compared with 1.88% of control teachers who
expressed this reason.

Experimental teachers who said too much

responsibility was involved numbered 14.25% and control teachers
numbered 13.20%.

Other reasons accounted for 21.42% of the experi

mental responses and 49.05% of the control responses.
reasons given by experimental teachers were:

Other

no transportation, no
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parental help for chaparones, not enough time, field trips are taken
for other subjects.

Other reasons given by control teachers were:

field trips are saved for other subjects, yopnger children cannot go
great distances, stories are not appropriate for such trips, Alaska
and Hawaii are too far away, and many indicated that field trips are
discouraged.
Control teachers used resource persons .62% more in the often
category and 2.92% more in the sometimes category.

Of the experi

mental teachers who answered that they did not use resource persons,
were 7.14%

said it took too much time and 14.28% listed other

reasons— they were unaware of adults who could serve in this
capacity.
Reasons control teachers did not use resource persons were:
4.40% said it was not a valuable experience, 14.46% said it took too
much time, and 28.93% listed other reasons which were as follows:
they did not know whom to ask, they had not thought of using
resource persons and that other things they had to do were more
essential.

Overhead and opaque projectors
Experimental teachers used overhead projectors 6.96% more in
the often category but control teachers used overheads 7.90% more in
the sometimes category.

Over fourteen and a half percent of the

experimental teachers did not think using the overhead projector was
a valuable experience while 21.42% gave other reasons which included:
use took too much time and that the overhead was better used in the
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upper grades for other subjects.

Control reasons for not using the

overhead projector were as follows:

.88% did not know how to make

transparencies, 3.14% did not have materials for making trans
parencies, 10.69% did not have projectors, 12.57% did not think it
was a valuable experience, and 11.34% gave other reasons.
reasons given by control teachers were:

Other

use took too much time, room

design not appropriate for overhead use with small groups, room could
not be darkened, blackboard was preferred, did not think of using the
overhead.
Experimental teachers used the opaque projector 18.91% more
in the often category and 3.19% more in the sometimes category.
Experimental teachers listed other reasons which claimed 21.42% of
their reasons for not using the opaque projector were:

too time

consuming and other means were preferred, the overhead was pre
ferred, and fifth graders would not benefit from its
from other means.
jector were:

use as much as

Control reasons for not using the opaque pro

3.14% did not know how to use the opaque, 32.70% did

not have projectors, 2.51% did not know what it was, 13.20% did not
think it was a valuable experience, and 16.35% gave other reasons.
Other reasons given by control teachers for not using the opaque
projector were:

no materials were available, it is not easy to get

the projector, not easy to use, not applicable to reading, time could
be used to better advantage, had not thought of it, machine is in
poor condition, and not enough time.
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Encyclopedias and other reference books
Control teachers used encyclopedias and other reference
books 3.73% more in the often category and 32.03% more in the some
times category.

In the experimental group 21.42% listed "other"

reasons for not using encyclopedias, all of were given by first grade
teachers who indicated that their students could not read encyclo
pedias.

Control reasons for not using encyclopedias and other

reference books were:

6.91% said encyclopedias and other reference

books were not available, .62% said there was no student interest,
2.51% said there was not enough time, and 6.91% gave other reasons.
Other reasons included:

children were too young to use, only the

bright children were capable of reading it, most of the time was
spent getting the basics finished first.

Tachistoscope or controlled reader
Control teachers used the tachistoscope or controlled
reader .62% more in the often category but experimental teachers
used them 4% more in the sometimes category.

Reasons given by

experimental teachers for not using the tachistoscope were:

42.85%

did not know how to use it, 7.14% said it wasn't a valuable
experience, and 14.28% gave other reasons which included:

children

were too young to use it and materials were not available in i.t.a.
Reasons given by control teachers for not using the tachistoscope
were:

75.47% said equipment was not available, 6.91% did not know

how to use it, 1.25% said it was not a valuable experience, and
6.28% gave other reasons which included lack of time, did not know
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if they had a machine, do not know what it is, would like to use but
have not gotten around to it yet.

Language master
Control teachers used the language master 2.51% more in the
often category and 1.03% more in the sometimes category.

Reasons

given by experimental teachers for not using a language master were:
14.28% did not know how to use it, 7.14% said it was not a valuable
experience and 21.42% gave other reasons which included:

not enough

time, children were too young, and it did not lend itself to use with
i.t.a. children in first grade.
use the language master because:

Control teachers said they did not
59.74% did not have the equipment,

7.54% did not know how to use it, 1.25% thought it was not a valuable
experience, and 9.43% gave other reasons which included:

did not

know what it was, others were using the machine, and do not know
anything about the language master.

Teacher In-service Interest
Interest in improving materials usage by having resource
persons help teachers to become more familiar with materials was
high; 64.28% of experimental and 86.79% of control teachers would use
a bibliography containing publishers and prices for books and audio
visual materials correlated to basal readers; 85.71% of experimental
and 98.11% of control teachers would use free materials (charts,
pamphlets, posters, and pictures) correlated to basal readers;
85.71% of experimental and 94.96% of control teachers would attend
an exhibit of materials correlated to basal readers.
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"Materials Usage Profile"
Grade level of teachers
The mean of the scores for teachers in the experimental school
is significantly different at the 1% level from scores for teachers
in the control schools.
There is no significant difference in the scores of all
teachers grades one through three and four through six.
There is no significant interaction.
Experimental means are 32.8% and 28.2%; control means are
20.1% and 18.9%.

The complete analysis of variance tables for grade

levels are located in Appendix F.

'

GRAPH 1 — The grade levels of teachers and the mean scores
on the "Materials Usage Profile."
Means

Grades 1-3

Grades 4-6

34%
32%
30%
28%
26%
24%

22%
20%
18%
Experimental

Control
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Education of teachers
The mean of the scores for teachers in the experimental
school is significantly different at the 1% level from scores for
teachers, in the control schools.
There is a significant difference at the 5% level in the
scores of teachers who had a B.A. or B.A, plus 15 hours and those who
have a M.A. or M.A. plus 15 hours.
There is significant interaction at the 5% level.
Experimental means are 29.4%, 23.0%, 39.2%, and 22.5%.
Control means is 17.3%, 18.0%, 21.58%, and 23.5%.

The complete

analysis of variance tables for education levels are located in
Appendix F.

0(APH 2
The education levels of teachers and the mean
scores on the "Materials Usage Profile."

Means

B.A.

B.A.+15

M.A.

M.A.+15

39%
35%
31%
27%
23%
19%

#

15%

Experimental -----------------

Control---------------
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Years of experience
The mean of the scores for teachers in the experimental
school is significantly different at the 1% level from scores for
teachers in the control schools.
There is a significant difference at the 5% level in the
scores, of teachers who had more and less than ten years of
experience.
There is no significant interaction.
Experimental means 31.9% and 30.1%; ceftitrol means 18.6% and
21.2%.

The complete analysis of variance tables for years of

experience are located in Appendix F.

GRAPH 3— The years of experience and the mean scores on
the "Materials Usage Profile".

Means

less than ten years

more than ten years

32%
30%
28%
26%
24%
22 %

20%
18%

Experimental

Control ___
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Reading courses
The mean of the scores for teachers in the experimental
school is significantly different at the 1% level from scores for
teachers in the control schools.
There is a significant difference at the 1% level in the
scores of teachers who had 2 or less courses and those who had more
than 4.

,,

,

There is no significant interaction.
Experimental means 22.8% and 34.8%; control means 16.9% and
22.2%.

The complete analysis of variance tables for reading courses

are located in Appendix F.

GRAPH 4.— The number of reading courses and the mean scores on
the "Materials Usage Profile."

Means

two or less
reading courses

four or more
reading courses

38%
34%
30%
26%
22 %

18%
14%

Experimental

Control ____
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Children's literature courses
The mean of the scores for teachers in the experimental
school is significantly different at the 1% level from scores for
teachers in the control schools.
There is a significant difference at the 1% level in the
scores of teachers who had 1, 2, and 3 or more children's literature
courses.
There is significant interaction at the 5% level.
Experimental means are 8%, 27.2%, 38.2%, and 30.5%; control
means are 13%, 19.2%, 21.1%, and 20.1%.

The complete analysis of

variance tables for reading courses are located in Appendix F.

GRAPH 5
The number of children's literature courses and the
mean scores on the "Materials Usage Profile."

Means

no courses

1 course

2 courses

3 or more courses

39%
35%
31%
27%
23%
19%

15%
11 %
7%

Experimental _________________

Control
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Library science courses
The mean of the scores for teachers in the experimental
school is significantly different at the 1% level from scores for
teachers in the control schools.
There is a significant difference at the 5% level in the
scores', of teachers who had no library science courses, 1-3
courses, or more than four courses.
There is no interaction.
Experimental means are 23%, 39.8%, and 37%; control means
are 19%, 20.4%, and 20.6%.

The complete analysis of variance

tables for library science courses are located in Appendix F.

GRAPH 6
The number of library science courses and the mean
scores on the "Materials Usage Profile."

Means

no courses

1-3 courses

4 or more courses

39%
37%
35%
33%
31%
29%
25%

23%
21 %
• - -

19%

Experimental

Control
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Audio-visual courses
The mean of the scores for teachers in the experimental
school is significantly different at the 1% level from teachers in the
control schools.
There is no significant difference in the scores for all
teachers who had no audio-visual courses , 1 or 2, and more than 5
audio-visual courses.
There is no interaction.
Experimental means are 31%, 29.8%, and 25%; control means
are 18%, 20.2%, and 22.4%.

The complete analysis of variance

tables are located in Appendix F.

GRAPH 7
The number of audio-visual courses and the mean scores
on the "Materials Usage Profile."

Means

no courses

1-2 courses

5 or more courses

32%
30%
28%
26%
24%
22 %

20%
18%

Experimental _________________

Control
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Summary and Conclusions

The problem
A search of the literature on the teaching of reading reveal
ed that 1) basal readers are used extensively by elementary teachers
in the United States in developmental reading programs.

2)

An

effective basal reading program includes the use of a wide variety
of reading materials besides the basal reader.

3)

Audio-visual

materials are no longer considered aids to reading, but when
co-ordinated with other reading materials they are tools for teach
ing.

h)

Many teachers mistakenly rely on basais as the sole tool

of instruction.

5)

Concern has been shown about providing

materials and equipment for the reading program.

6)

A library-

media center with a qualified media specialist provides a clearing
house for dissemination of materials and equipment.

7)

Many

elementary schools do not have adequate centralized facilities and
qualified personnel.

8)

Additional research is needed to show the

place of the library-media center and the media specialist in the
reading program.
As do many other school systans, the Lafayette (Indiana)
School Corporation uses basal readers as the foundation for its
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developmental reading program.

After the adoption of the Macmillan

Reading Program in 1968, that basal series has been used in the
Lafayette School Corporation.

Although the literature indicates that

a library-media center and a full-time media specialist for each
school can provide a clearing house for dissemination of all
materi-'Ils and equipment within each school, only one elementary
school in the Lafayette (Indiana) School Corporation has a librarymedia center and a full-time media specialist.Therefore, a survey
was designed to determine whether the teachers in the school with
the library-media center and a full-time media specialist use more
materials in the teaching of reading than teachers in schools with
out library-media centers and full-time media specialists.

The test
The 14 teachers in the school with the library-media center
and the full-time media specialist constituted the experimental
group.

The 169 teachers in the 12 other schools which do not have

library-media centers and full-time media specialists belonged to
the control group.

A "Survey of Materials for Reading", based on

the types of materials and equipment suggested by the literature,
was prepared by this writer in order to determine the types of
materials and equipment that are used by teachers in the Lafayette
School Corporation.
After pretesting, the "Survey of Materials for Reading"
was distributed to all teachers of students in grades one through
six in thirteen schools.

Only five surveys were not returned.
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hundred eighty-three teachers participated in the study.

A

"Materials Usage Profile," reflecting use of materials and equipment,
was prepared for each teacher.

A two-way analysis of variance

(F test) was applied to the "Materials Usage Profile" to test any
statistically significant differences in the means of the two groups
in materials and equipment usage.

The results
Results of the "Survey of Materials for Reading" reveal:
1) The experimental and control teachers are similar in grade level
distribution, education, experience, and courses in reading,
children's literature, library science, and audio-visual.

2) A

majority of the teachers in both groups have two or more reading
groups but few teachers have individualized reading programs.
Most students spend time on the reading program daily.
of time devoted to reading during the day varies.

3)

The amount
Experimental

teachers are more aware of supplementary readers and have more sets
available above and below grade level.

The library-media center is

the source for experimental teachers, but control teachers borrow
supplementary readers from other teachers as often as they borrow
from the library.

4)

Collections of books which enter the class

rooms of the experimental school are on many subjects and are chosen
by teachers, the media specialist and students.

Collections of

books in the control schools are static i.e. one permanent collec
tion remains in the classroom rather than having many temporary
collections which change as class needs change.

5)

The distribution
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of funds for purchasing media used in the reading program is not
uniform.

Not all teachers have funds allotted to spend on media for

their rooms.

Those who-have funds do not necessarily spend it on

the reading program.

6)

In the experimental school, more individuals

are involved in selecting materials for purchase.

Teachers and

students are involved in the selection process but the media
specialist is a key factor in selecting materials for the experi
mental school.

Eleven percent of the control teachers consulted a

librarian even though one is not employed for their schools.
Control teachers are influenced in their selection of materials for
purchase by salesmen, publishers catalogs and exhibits.

Half of the

control teachers did not know if their school subscribes to periodi
cals which are basic selection tools.

Another basic selection tool,

the Children's Catalog was unfamiliar to control teachers.

7)

A

greater percentage of experimental teachers in grades 1-3 use the
paperback books prepared by the basal publisher.

Experimental

teachers own more titles and own the sane number of copies while
the number of copies available to the control teachers varies.

No

experimental and some control teachers did not know how many titles
or copies are owned. 'These supplementary paperbacks are kept in the
library-media center in the experimental school but are kept equally
in the classroom or are shared among classrooms in the control
schools.

8)

When the Macmillan Reading Program includes chapters or

whole selections from the field of children's literature in their
readers, a greater number of experimental teachers than control
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teachers know these materials are available.

9)

Many experimental

and some control teachers in grades 4-6 have the books listed in
the Macmillan English Series.
titles available.

10)

Experimental teachers have many more

All experimental and most control teachers

read aloud to their classes.
daily rather than weekly.

Teachers read several times a week or

Most teachers read fifteen minutes at a

time, some read a half hour, but no one reads an hour at a time.
Books suggested by the media specialist and books which teachers
have read through the years influence experimental teachers.
Influences on control teachers are:

books which teachers have read

through the years, books brought in by students, ideas from
children's literature classes, books suggested by the Macmillan
Teacher's Annotated Edition and Guide and by the media specialist.
11)

Only a few more experimental than control teachers have public

library cards, have borrowed books within the last six months, and
have borrowed books to supplement their classroom collections.

The

media specialist in the experimental school borrows books from
sources outside the school whenever they are needed.

Teachers in

both groups are reluctant to take their children to the public
library because field trips are not encouraged by the system and
teachers do not want to take personal responsibility.

However, a

greater percentage of experimental teachers did take their classes
to the public library.

12)

A greater percentage of experimental

teachers in grades 1-3 use the poetry anthologies listed in the
Macmillan Teacher's Annotated Edition and Guide. Experimental
teachers obtain these anthologies from the library-media center
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while most control teachers share them or keep them in the class
room.

13)

Experimental teachers use or have their students use

more bulletin boards, commercial picture sets, pamphlet file
materials, phonograph records, models and realia, 16mm and 8mm films,
individual filmstrip previewers, filmstrips for whole class consump
tion, filmstrips correlated to other reading series, on phonics or
grammar, tape recordings, plays or puppet shows, field trips, over
head and opaque projectors, and tachistoscopes. However, they do
not use more outside resource persons, encyclopedias, or language
masters.

Teachers in both groups were reluctant to give reasons why

materials or equipment were not used.

Reasons given by control

teachers for not using books listed in the Macmillan Teacher’s
Annotated Edition and Guide, poetry, anthologies, or books from
which basal reading selections are taken are related to lack of
information about those materials.

The few experimental teachers

who did not make use of these printed materials did not give reasons
for not doing so.

The major reason given by control teachers for

not using audio-visual equipment and materials was that either the
equipment or the materials were not available to them.

However,

picture sets, filmstrips, 16mm films, transparency masters, multimedia kits, tapes, etc. are available from the Wabash Valley
Education Center.

Also, when the inventory selection of the Report

from the Library Study Committee^ was consulted, the equipment was
often found to be available in the school building.

Few experimental

^Nelson, p. 6.
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teachers gave answers for not using audio-visual materials and
equipment.

However, the answers they did give showed an awareness

of the purposes for the equipment and grade levels of their
students.

For example, all first grade experimental teachers said

they did not use encyclopedias because their students could not read
them and that their children were too young to benefit from using
the language master.

Other experimental teachers used some of the

equipment for other subjects besides reading or preferred one
machine to another for use in the reading program.
The "Materials Usage Profile" shows statistically significant
differences at the 1% level in materials usage in favor of experi
mental teachers regardless of grade level, education, experience,
and number of courses in reading, children’s literature, library
science, and audio-visual courses of the teachers.

The scores of

teachers, as a whole, increased when teachers increased their educa
tion, years of experience, and courses in reading, children's
literature, and library science.

Scores did not increase when the

number of audio-visual courses taken by teachers increased.

Also,

teachers in grades 1-3 did not use more materials than teachers in
grades 4-6.

The significant interaction which occurred between

the experimental and control teachers in the effect of children's
literature courses taken and in the amount of education the
teachers have, was caused by one experimental teacher who did not
finish the "Survey of Materials for Reading" and therefore received
a low score on the "Materials Usage Profile."
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Major Conclusion and Implications of the Study
The "Materials Usage Profile" indicates that experimental
i'

teachers use more materials of all types in the teaching of reading'
than do control teachers regardless of grade level, education,
experience, or courses in reading, children's literature, library
science, and audio-visual.
Experimental teachers use more printed materials—
supplementary readers, poetry anthologies, correlated supplementary
paperbacks, and books suggested by the Macmillan English Series and
the Macmillan Teacher's Annotated Edition and Guide.

In the

experimental school, these books are all located in the library-media
center so they are easily accessible to teachers.

Teachers in

schools without library-media centers cannot be expected to know
what other teachers have in their classrooms.

The media specialist

makes teachers aware of these books through bibliographies, inservice programs, or informal discussions.

Effective scheduling

and efficient circulation policies make these books available to all
teachers.

Even when there is a library-media center teachers can

remain unaware of these books if there is no organized program for
acquainting teachers with them.

Also, there is the danger that one

teacher can monopolize these books if there is no media specialist
to coordinate scheduling and circulation policies.
Because the book collections in the experimental school are
catalogued and kept in the library-media center, they are easily
accessible to all teachers.

Collections of books on needed subjects
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or reading levels can be sent from the library-media center on short
term loan.

Because of these temporary collections, teachers can have

new collections to meet the changing needs of the students.
Teachers with permanent classroom collections of books are limited to
small static collections since they do not have central collections
from which to obtain books.

If the necessary books are unavailable

within the library-media center, a media specialist can obtain them
through inter-library loan.
Experimental teachers use more bulletin boards, commercial
picture sets, pamphlet file materials, phonograph records, models
and realia, 16mm and 8cm films, individual filmstrip previewers,
filmstrips for whole class consumption, filmstrips correlated to
other reading series, on phonics or grammar, tape recordings, plays
or puppet shows, field trips, overhead and opaque projectors, and
tachistoscopes.

Again, all these audio-visual materials and equip

ment are located in the library-media center of the experimental
school.

The materials are catalogued by author, title, and subject

so they can easily be found.

Subject bibliographies for individual

units remind teachers of available materials.

Audio-visual

materials and equipment used by several teachers during a relatively
short period of time are made more accessible through efficient
scheduling and circulation policies.
In-service programs can make teachers aware of print and
audio-visual materials as well as provide opportunities for teachers
to know about available equipment and how to use them.

Experimental
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teachers, half of whom had not taken an audio-visual course, and a
quarter of whom had taken only one course, benefited from such a
program.
Use of audio-visual equipment and materials is not limited
to teachers when there is a media specialist and a library-media
center in the school.

The supervised library-media center provides

a place for students to view individual filmstrips, listen to tapes
and records, etc.

Planned storytelling programs provide experiences

to stimulate reading.

Bulletin boards in the library-materials

center and a program of reading guidance also help students to
select materials to meet individual or class needs.
The experimental teachers in this study possess an overall
consciousness of materials and equipment.

Experimental teachers,

as reflected by their answers on the "Survey of Materials for
Reading," are more aware of the grade levels of materials and the
advantages and disadvantages of various pieces of equipment.

Even

when they did not use a particular piece of equipment, experimental
teachers knew if it was in the building.
Just as experimental teachers show a superior awareness of
materials and equipment available, the recurring theme in answers
given by control teachers shows that they are unaware of titles,
publishers, prices, selection tools, and all types of materials and
equipment in their buildings.
Funds for purchasing materials need to be centralized in the
schools in this system.

Materials specialists can select and
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purchase quality materials needed for all programs if adequate
budgets are available.

Selection practices in the control schools

show that the Children's Catalog and profession-accepted selection
tools are not consulted when purchasing materials.

Many of the

books listed in the Macmillan English Series are recognized books of
merit already listed in the Children's Catalog and would be part of
a well-balanced collection.

Teachers and media specialists need to

cooperate in purchasing new materials as was done in the experimental
school.

Unnecessary duplication can be avoided through centralized

ordering.
In summary then, the data in this study indicate that if the
control schools had media specialists and media centers, 1) collec
tions could be centralized, organized, and cataloged, 2) teachers
could be made aware of existing materials suitable to the reading
programs, 3) materials not owned could be selected and processed and
4) materials could be efficiently scheduled and circulated.

The

services of a media specialist and a library-media center have
helped teachers in this study to use more materials in the teaching
of reading.
It is logical to assume that other school systems would also
find library-media centers and full-time media specialists worth
while additions to their elementary schools in providing materials,
equipment, and services to teachers in carrying out basal reading
programs. Above all, it is the conclusion of this writer that the
Lafayette School Corporation needs library-media centers and full-time
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media specialists in each elementary school to Increase the use
o£ materials in the reading program.
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APPENDIX A

Survey of Materials for Reading-Instructions
Lafayette School Corporation

The purpose of this survey is to identify the types of
materials used in teaching reading in our corporation. Because of
the variety of materials and equipment available, responses will
vary. Answer the questions as fully as you can without consulting
anyone in your building. Please do not sign your name to this
questionnaire. Thank you for your time; perhaps beneficial changes
in the reading program will result from your effort.
Responses should indicate materials and techniques used since
we adopted the Macmillan Reading series, so answer the questions
based on the 1968-69 and 1969-70 school years only.
The numbers in parentheses are for computer tabulation.
Please circle the computer number next to your answer. For example,
if you have been a third grade teacher between 1968-70, you would
circle (3). If you taught third grade in 1968-69 and second grade
in 1969-70, circle (7) and write in the grades you taught. If you
have been here only one year, circle (7) and indicate which grades
you are now teaching. This is important because responses will be
tabulated according to grade level.
Do not circle more than one answer per question unless
specifically asked to do so. Provision for other answers or
combinations of answers is given for some questions.
Earl E. Nelson
Elementary Consultant
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APPENDIX B

Survey of Materials for Reading
Lafayette School Corporation

Indicate the grade level taught during 1968-69, 1969-70.
first
(1)
second
( 2)
(3)
third
(4)
fourth
(5)
fifth
(6)
sixth
specify combination or partial year.
(7)
Indicate the level of education closest to your situation.
(8 )
B.A.
B.A. plus 15
(9)
(10)
M.A. or M.S.
M.A. or M.S. plus 15
(11)
(12)
M.A. or M.S. plus 30
(13)
Ed. Sp.
Indicate the number of years of teaching reading in the elementary
schools which is closest to your situation..’
(14)
2 or less
3-5 years
(15)
(16)
6-10 years
11-17 years
(17)
(18)
16-20 years
(19)
20 plus
Indicate the number of college courses in reading which is closest
to your background.
(20)
none
1
(21)
(22)
2
4
( 23/
(24)
6
(25)
7 or more
Indicate the number of college courses in children's literature
which is closest to your situation.
( 26 )
none
(27)
1
( 28 )
2
3 or more
( 29 )
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Indicate the number of college courses in library science which is
closest to your background.
none
(30)
(31)
1
2
(32)
4
(33)
(34)
6
(35)
10 or more
Indicate the number of college courses in audiovisual materials
which is closest to your situation.
(36)
none
(37)
1
(38)
2
(39)
5 or more
Indicate how
(40)
(41)
(42)

many days per week each child spends on basal reading.
once a week
several times a week
every day

Indicate how
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)

much time per day each child spends on basal reading.
fifteen minutes or less
twenty minutes to a half hour
three quarters of an hour to one hour
between one and two hours
three hours or more

If you have a widespread difference in the reading time children
spend on basais due to the individualization of reading and you
found it difficult to answer (40) - (47) please circle the next number
(48)
Indicate the
in the basal
(49)
(50)
(51)
(52)
(53)

approximate number of reading groups assigned to read
readers.
none
one
two or three
four or five
More than six, specify number

Indicate which of *8he 'following sets of supplementary readers for
your grade level are available «n classroom quantities in your
building. Indicate as many answers as necessary.
(54)
Scott Foresman
(55)
Ginn
(56)
Reader's Digest Skill Builders
(57)
Merrill Literature Series
(58)
Merrill Skill Texts
(59)
Others not listed are available in sets
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Do you have any sets of supplementary readers available to you on
grade levels above the grade you teach?
(60)
yes
(61)
no
If the answer (60) - yes was selected, what are your sources:
(62)
borrow from other teachers as needed
(63)
borrow from library as needed
(64)
sets above grade level are a permanent part of the
room collection.
If the answer (61) - no was selected, please indicate reasons:
(65)
sets above grade level are saved for next year
(66)
most of the students are about the right grade level
(67)
borrowing from other teachers is complicated
(68)
borrowing from a central collection or library is
complicated
(69)
specify other reasons
Do you have sets of supplementary readers available on grade levels
below the grade you teach?
(70)
yes
(71)
no
If the answer (70) - yes was selected, what are your sources:
(72)
borrow from other teachers as needed
(73)
borrow from library as needed
(74)
sets below grade level are a permanent part of the
room collection
If the answer (71) - no was selected, please indicate reasons :
(75)
sets below grade level were covered last year
(76)
most of the students are at or near grade level
(77)
borrowing from other teachers is complicated
(78)
borrowing from a central collection or library is
complicated
(80)
specify other reasons :
Do you have a permanent classroom collection of books?
(81)
yes
(82)
no
If the answer
(83)
(84)
(85)
(86)

(81) - yes was selected, indicate ownership:
owned by you personally
owned by the school
a combination of (83) and (84)
indicate other
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Do you maintain a temporary classroom collection of books?
(87)
yes
(88)
no
If the answer
(89)
(90)
(91)
(92)
(93)

(87) - yes was selected, indicate sources;
school library
public library
students
indicate any combination of the above
specify other

If the answer (87) - yes was selected, indicate who selects these
books for your temporary classroom collection.
(9U)
teacher
(95)
librarian
(96)
students
(97)
indicate any combination of the above
(98)
specify other ___
If the answer (87) - yes was selected, are the books in the classroom
collection mostly:
(99)
books on anysubject
aslong asthey aregrade level
(100) books on grade levelpertaining tosubjects
in readers.
(101) books on anygrade level
iftheypertain
tosubjects
in readers.
(102)
books on many grade levels and many subjects.
Do you have an annual allotment to spend on instructional materials
for your room.
(103) yes
(104) no
If the answer (103) - yes was selected, approximately what percentage
of the money is used for materials relating to the reading program?
(105) none
(106) 25%
(107) 50%
(108) 100%
If the answer (103) - yes was selected, approximately what percentage
of the money is used for materials relating to the subjects in the
readers?
(109)
none
(110)
25%
(111)
50%

(112)

100 %
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Who selects most of the books and audiovisual materials purchased by
your school?
(113) principal
(114) teacher
(115) librarian
(116) indicate combinations of the above
Indicate what
(117)
(118)
(119)
(120)
(121)
(122)
(123)

most influences the purchase of books for your school.
salesmen and publishers catalogs
exhibits at ISTA and similar meetings
Purdue Children's Literature collection or a textbook
from a Childrens Literature class.
Librarian's recommendation
lists from Macmillan Teacher's edition
Children’s Catalog, Best Books for Children and
similar lists.
indicate a combination of 3 or less

To which of the following magazines does your school subscribe?
(124) Hornbeck
(125) Booklist
(126) School Libraries
(127) Library Journal"
(128) do not know
(129) librarian would know
Do you have a copy of the Children's Catalog in your building?
(130) yes
(131) no
(132) do not know what it is
(133) do not know if your school has a copy
Have any books listed in the bibliography of the Macmillan Teacher's
edition been purchased for your grade level?
(134) yes
(135) no
If the answer (134) - yes was selected, indicate the approximate
number of books purchased.
(136) 1-5
(137) 6-10
(138) 11 or more
If the answer (135) - no was selected, was it because:
(139) no money was available for materials
(140) titles, prices, and sources were not available
(141) you wanted to examine them first
(142) students did not seem interested in any of those
subjects
(143) indicate a combination of 2 of the above
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TEACHERS GRADES 4-6 PLEASE MOVE TO (166)
TEACHERS OF GRADES 1-3 ONLY
Do you use the supplementary paper books that are published by
Macmillan to correlate with the basal readers?
(144) yes
(145) no
If the answer (144) - yes was selected, how many titles does your
school own for your grade level.
(146) all 6 titles
(147) 2-4 titles
(148) 4-5 titles
(149) do not know
If the answer (144) - yes was selected, how many copies of each title
does your school own for your gr^de level.
(150) 1-5
(151) 6-10
(152) 11-20
(153)
classroom quantities
(154) do not know
If the answer (144) - yes was selected, where are these books kept:
(155) all copies are in yourclassroom
(156) all copies are shared byclassrooms
(157) all copies are kept in the library
If the answer (144) - yes was selected, what funds were used;
(158) general school funds
(159) library budget
(160) room allotment budget
(161)
specify other sources;
If the answer (145) - no was selected, was it because;
(162) youwere not
aware that these books were available
(163) did not know where to order them
(164) did not think they were worthwhile
(165) did not have funds to order them.
Sometimes chapters from a book or a whole book are included in the
readers. Does your school own any books from which chapters or the
entire story has been taken.
(166) yes
(167) no
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If the answer (166) - yes was selected, indicate the approximate
number of books that are owned by your school.
(168) most of those in the reading book
(169) at least half of those in the reading book
(170) a few of those found in the reading book
If the answer (167) - no was selected, indicate the main reason:
(171) does not apply to your grade
(172) funds were not available
(173)
did not realize parts of whole books were included
(174)
could not find information on publisher, prices, etc.
TEACHERS OF GRADES 1-3 MAY MOVE TO (184).
TEACHERS OF GRADES 4-6 ONLY
Have you purchased any of the books listed in the Macmillan English
Books in the chapter on reading and book reports?
(175) yes
(176) no
If the answer (175) - yes was selected, indicate the approximate
number of books owned:
(177) most of those listed
(178) at least half of those listed
(179) only a few of those listed
If the answer (176) - no was selected, indicate the most appropriate
reason:
(180) you were unaware of them
(181)
could not find information on publishers, prices, etc..
(182) you wanted to examine them first
(183) indicate a combination of 2 of the above
Do you read aloud to your class?
(184)
yes
(185)
no
If the answer (184) - yes was selected, indicate how frequently:
(186)
whenever you have time
(187)
daily
(188) several times a week
(198) at least once a week
If the answer (185)
yes was selected, indicate how long you read
each time.
(199)
15 minutes
(200) 30 minutes
(201) 45 minutes
(202) 60 minutes
(203)
specify other lengths of time
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If the answer (185) - yes was selected, indicate what most influences
your selections.
(204) ideas from children's literature classes
(205) books you have read through the years
(206) books suggested by a librarian
(207) books brought in by students
(208) books suggest by the Macmillan Teacher’s Edition.
(209) indicate a combination of 2 of the«above
Do you ever read books based on subjects from the Macmillan readers.
(210) yes
(211) no
If the answer (210) - yes was selected, what were your sources?
(212) recommended by the librarian
(213)
brought to class by pupils who were motivated by
topics in the readers,
(214) selected by you
(215) selected byyou from lists in theMacmillan Teacher's
Edition.
If the answer (211) - no was selected, was it because:
(216) you did not think students would be interested in those
subjects
(217) you didnot know which books related
to those subjects
thatwould beappropriate
toread.
(218) you knew of the books but none were available.
(219)
specify other _____________________________________
Do you have a current library card at either West Lafayette or Wells
Memorial Library?
(.220) yes
(221) no
If the answer (220) - yes was selected, have you borrowed books in
the last six months.
(222) yes
(223) no
If the answer (220) - yes was selected do you borrow books to supple
ment your classroom or library collection?
(224) yes
(225) no
If the answer (220) - yes was selected do you borrow books related
to subjects covered in your basal readers.
(226) yes
(227) no
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Is there anyone else in your school building who regularly borrows
public library books for your classroom?
(228)
yes
(229)
no
If the answer
(230)
(231)
(232)

(228) - yes was selected, who borrows the books for you:
principal
other teacher
librarian

Did you take your class to the public library to get library cards?
(233)
yes
(234)
no
If the answer
(235)
(236)
(237)
(238)

(2 34) most of
many of
you did
specify

no was selected, was it because:
them already have cards
them had been on similar tours
not want to assume responsibility
other

TEACHERS OF GRADES 4-6 PLEASE MOVE TO (251)
TEACHERS OF GRADES 1-3: Have you used any of the poetry anthologies
listed in the Macmillan Teachers' Edition?
(239) yes
(240) no
If the answer
(241)
(242)
(243)
(244)
(245)

(239) - yes was selected, are the books:
shared with other teachers
kept in your room
borrowed from a source outside the school
borrowed from the school library
specify other

If the answer (240) - no was selected, was it because:
(246) you were unaware of them
(247) you could not find information on publishers, prices,
etc.
(248)
you wanted to examine them before purchase
(249) you did not have enough funds
(250) indicate a combination of 2
Do you prepare bulletin boards or displays related to subjects in the
basal readers?
(251)
often
(252)
sometimes
(253)
not at all
Does anyone else in your school prepare bulletin boards or displays
related to subject in the basal readers for your students?
(254)
yes
(255)
no
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If the answer (254) - yes was selected, indicate who prepares these
bulletin boards or displays:
(256)
special reading teacher
(257)
librarian
(258)
specify other ___________________________________
Do you use commercial picture sets on subjects in the readers;
(259) often
(260) sometimes
(261) not at all
If the answer (261) not at all wasselected, was itbecause;
(262) your school does not own picture sets
(263) you cannot see how they would be used in the reading
program
(264) specify other
___________________
Is a pamphlet file containing charts, maps, pictures, etc. on
subjects found in the readers available to you and your students?
(265) no
(266) yes— there is a file inyour
classroom
(267) yes— there is a file in alibrary or central location
(268) yes— both (266) and (267)apply.
Do your students listen to phonograph records on subjects found in
the readers?
(269) often
(270) sometimes
(271) not at all
Do your students use models or realia related to subjects in the
basal readers?
(272) often
(273) sometimes
(274) not at all
If the answer (274) - not at all was selected was it because;
(275) models and realia are not available at your school
(276) you do not think it is a valuable experience
(277)
specify other
_______________________________
Do you show 16mm films related to subjects found in the basal readers?
(278)
often
(279)
sometimes
(280)
not at all
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If the answer (280) not at all was selected was it because:
(281)
16mm films related to t.iose subjects are not available
(282) 16mm projectors arenot available
(28 3) you do not know how touse the equipment
(284) you do not think it is a valuable experience
(285) you do not have time
(286)
films and projectors are not available
Do your students use 8mm film loops related to subjects found in the
basal readers?
(287) often
(288) sometimes
(289) not at al 1
If the answer (289) - not at all was selected, was it because;
(290)
8mm films related to those subjects are not available
(291)
8mm projectors are not available
(292)
films and projectors are not available
(29 3) you do not know how to use the equipment
(294) you do not think it is a valuable experience
(295) you do not have time
Do your students use individual previewers to view filmstrips on
subjects found in the basal readers?
(296) often
(297) sometimes
(298) not at all
If the answer (298) - not at all was selected, was it because;
(299)
filmstrips on those subjects are not available
(300)
individual viewers are not available
(301)
they do not know how to use the viewers
(302) you do not think it is a valuable experience
(303) you do not have time
Do you show filmstrips to your whole class on subjects found in
basal readers?
(304) often
(305) sometimes
(306) not at all
If the answer (306) - not at all was selected, was it because;
(307)
filmstrips on those subjects are not available
(308)
projectors are not available
(309) you do not know how to use the projectors
(310) you do not think it is a valuable experience
(311) you do not have time.
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Are filmstrips correlated to other reading series, on phonics, or
grammar a part of your reading program?
(312)
often
(313)
sometimes
(314)
not at all
If the answer
(315)
(316)
(317)
(318)
(319)

(314) - not at all was selected, was it because;
filmstrips on those subjects are not available
projectors are not available
you do not know how to use the projectors
you do not think it is a valuable experience
you do not have time.

Do your students listen and follow along with tape recordings
(320)
often
(330)
sometimes
(331)
not at all
If the answer
(332)
(333)
(334)
(335)
(336)

(331) - not at all was selected, was it because?
tapes are not available
tape recorders are not available
you do not know how to use the tape recorder
you do not think it is a valuable experience
you do not have time.

Do your children participate in plays or puppet shows taken from
stories or on similar subjects as those found in the basal readers?
(337)
often
(338)
sometimes
(339)
not at all
If the answer
(340)
(341)
(342)
(343)

(339) - not at all was selected, was it because;
scripts are not available
a puppet stage is not available
you do not think it is a valuable experience
you do not have time

Have your students gone on any field trips related to stories in the
basal readers?
(344)
often
(345)
sometimes
(346)
not at all
If the answer
(347)
(348)
(349)

(346) - not at all was selected, was it because;
you do not think it is a valuable experience
too much responsibility is placed upon the teacher
specify other
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Have any resource persons spoken to your classon
to stories in the basal readers?
(350)
often
(351)
sometimes
(352)
not at all

subjects related

If the answer (352) not at all was selected, was it because;
(353) you do not think it is avaluableexperience
(354) it takes too much time
(355)
specify other
Do you use the overhead projector as part of the reading program?
(356) often
(357) sometimes
(358) not at all
If the answer (358) - not at all was selected, was it because;
(359) you do not know how to use the projector
(360) you do not know how to make transparencies
(351) projectors are not readily available
(362)
materials for making transparencies are not available
(353) you do not think it would be worth the effort
(364) specify other
Do you use the opaque projector to project reading materials from the
basal readers and supplementary reading materials?
(365) often
(366) sometimes
(367) not at all
If the answer (367) - not at all was selected, was it because;
(368) you do not know how to use the projector
(369) projectors are not readily available
(370) you do not know what an opaque projector is
(371) you do not think it would be worth the effort
(372)
specify other
Do your students use encyclopedias and other reference books for
further reading on subjects found in the basal readers.
(373) often
(374) sometimes
(375) not at all
If the answer (375) - not at all was selected, was it because;
(376) encyclopedias and other referencebooks
are notavailable
(377) the students are not interested inlearning more about
those subjects
(378) it takes too much time
(379) it is not a worthwhile experience
(380) specify other
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Do you use a
program?
(381)
(382)
(383)

tachistoscupe or control led reader in your reading
often
sometimes
not at all

If the answer (383) - not at all was selected, was it because:
(384) the equipment isnot available
to your school
(385) you do not know how to use the equipment
(386) you do not think it isa worthwhile experience
(387) specify other
Do you use a
(388)
(389)
(390)

language master in your reading program?
often
sometimes
not at all

If the answer
(391)
(392)
(393)
(394)

(390) - not at all was selected, was it because:
the equipment is notavailable to your school
you do not know how to use the equipment
you do not think it isa worthwhile experience
specify other

Would you use a bion-^-t,: tphy couLaining publishers and prices for
books and audio-visual materials that are correlated to subjects in
the basal readers?
(395) yes
(396) no
Would you use any free materials (charts, pamphlets, posters,
pictures, etc.) correlated to subjects in the basal readers if
sources were provided?
(397) yes
(398) no
Would you attend an exhibit at one of the elementary schools which
would display books and audio-visual materials that are correlated
to subjects in the basal readers?
__
(399) yes
(400) no
If the answer,(399) - yes was selected, would you prefer:
(401) timeafter school
(402) time in theevening
If the answer (399) - yes wasselected:
(403) specify the day of the week
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APPENDIX C

"Survey of Materials for Reading"-Results
TABLE 15.— Numerical responses of experimental and control
teachers to each survey number on the "Survey of Material
for Reading"

Survey
Number
(I)
(2)
(3)
W

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)

Experi
mental
teachers
3
3
2
2
2
2
*
5
2
5
1
1
0
3
4
0
0
3
4
0
2
2
5
3
1
1
5
6

Control
teachers
34
32
30
20
22
21
*

59
20
68
7
4
0
45
36
17
14
9
38
1
17
61
49
19
11
6
90
44

Survey
Number
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
(50)
(51)
(52)
(53)
(54)
(55)
(56)

Experi
mental
teachers
2
7
4
1
2
0
0
7
4
2
1
0
1
12
1
2
9
2
0
1
0
2
10
1
1
8
12
11

Control
teachers
19
88
47
16
2
2
4
46
79
17
7
2
33
123
4
36
84
28
1
24
7
24
89
36
2
83
133
71

Teachers from this category were placed with the grade
level they last taught.
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TABLE 15

Survey
Number
(57)
(58)
(59)
(60)
(61)
(62)
(63)
(64)
(65)
(66)
(67)

( 68)
(69)

( 70 )
(71)
(72)
( 73)
(74)
(75)
(76)
( 77 )
( 78 )
(79)
(80)
(81)
(82)
(83)
(84)
(85)
(8 6)
(8 7)
(88)
(89)
(90)
(91)
(92)
(93)
(94)
(95)
(96)

Continued

Experi
mental
teachers

Control
teachers

Survey
Number

8
6
13
12
2
0
11
0
1
0
0
0
1
13
1
1
10
1
0
0
0
1
**
0
10
4
5
1
4
0
14
0
13
5
6
5
3
10
10
8

76
57
35
130
28
53
57
17
8
11
2
1
5
126
29
52
52
18
2
5
1
0
**
19
137
20
11
63
62
0
100
51
74
22
36
30
18
81
13
43

(97)
(98)
(99)
(100)
(101)
(102)
(103)
(104)
(105)
(106)
(107)
(108)
(109)
(110)
(111)
(112)
(113)
(114)
(115)
(116)
(117)
(118)
(119)
(120)
(121)

( 122 )
(123)
(124)
(125)
(126)
(127)
(128)
(129)
(130)
( 131 )
(132)
(133)
(134)
(135)
(136)

Experi
mental
teachers
7
0
2
1
1
7
8
4
0
1
0
2
1
0
3
0
7
10
13
8
0
1
2
10
4
8
6
0
0
0
0
0
11
8
0
0
2
11
2
0

Control
teachers
27
0
19
5
3
70
111
51
37
37
4
26
41
10
0
99
125
19
41
56
33
15
9
21
86
19
8
7
5
6
96
25
74
9
6
48

60
81
14

**This number was not used as a survey number.
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TABLE 15.— Continued

Survey
Number
(137)
(138)
(139)
(140)
(141)
(142)
(143)
(144)
(145)
(146)
(147)
(148)
(149)
(150)
(151)
(152)
(153)
(154)
(155)
(156)
(157)
(158)
(159)
(160)

( 161 )
(162)
(163)
(164)
(165)
(166)
(167)
(168)
(169)
(170)
(171)
(172)
(173)
(174)
(175)

Experi
mental
teachers
3
5
0
0
0
0
8
5
1
3
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
5
1
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
7
3
2
1
4
1
1
0
0
4

Control
teachers
22
20
26
18
9
2
41
36
61
16
12
12
9
5
6
10
12
5
18
18

12
28
1
1
12
26
3
1
22
75
61
7
9
60
9
6
23
8
17

Survey
Number
(176)
(177)
(178)
(179)

( 180 )
( 181 )
( 182 )
( 183 )
( 1 84 )
(185)
(186)
( 187 )
( 188 )
( 189 )
( 190 )
( 191 )
(192)
(193)
(194)
(195)
(196)
(197)
( 198 )
(199)
(200)
(201)
(202)
(203)
(204)
(205)
(206)
(207)
(208)
(209)
(210)
(211)
(212)
(213)
(214)

Experi
mental
teachers
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
14
0

3
4
*
*
*
*
*
•k

*
*
*
*
1
9
3
1
0
0
4
9
9
3
4
7
10
2
6
2
7

Control
teachers
45
3
8
1
17
7
7
2

146
7
30
50
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
18
100
28
1
1
9
60
86
14
69
18
52
91
39

0
44
74

This number was not used as a survey number.
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TABLE 15

Continued

Survey
Number

Experi
mental
teachers

Control
teachers

Survey
Number

(215)
(216)
(217)
(218)
(219)
(220)
(221)
(222)
(223)
(224)
(225)
(226)
(227)
(228)
(229)
(230)
(231)
(232)
(233)
(234)
(235)
(236)
(237)
(238)
(239)
(240)
(241)
(242)
(243)
(244)
(245)
(246)
(247)
(248)
(249)
(250)
(251)
(252)
(253)
(254)
(255)
(256)

2
0
0
0
1
10
4
9
1
6
3
5
2
8
3
0
0
8
4
10
3
2
1
6
5
2
0
0
0
3
2
0
0
0
0
0
3
8
2
5
7
0

10
7
12
9
10
104
4
70
62
41
85
23
87
6
137
0
5
0
14
139
36
11
17
70
45
55
8
18
9
6
11
28
2
6
7
1
11
66
74
11
139
0

(257)
(258)
(259)
(260)
(261)
(262)
(263)
(264)
(265)
(266)
(267)
(268)
(269)
(270)
(271)
(272)

( 273 )
(274)
(275)
( 276 )
( 277 )
( 278 )
( 279 )
(280)
(281)
(282)
(283)
(284)
(285)
( 286 )
( 287 )
(288)
(289)
(290)
(291)
(292)
(293)
(294)
( 2 95 )
( 296 )
(297)
(298)

Experi
mental
teachers
6
1
1
5
4
0
0
3
1
1
10
1
8
5
1
3
4
5
2
0
1
2
7
4
1
0
0
0
2
0
1
8
3
0
0
0
1
0
1
6
6

1

Control
teachers
2
12
11
47
96
84
2
3
118
22
8
4
3
61
93
2
66
85
70
7
5
12
90
53
18
0
0
1
21
3
2
16
132
48
20
30
2
4
17
2
14
138
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TABLE 15.— Continued

Survey
Number
(299)
(300)
(301)
(302)
(303)
(304)
(305)
(306)
(307)
(308)
(309)
(310)
(311)
(312)
(313)
(314)
(315)
(316)
(317)
(318)
(319)
(320)
(321)
(322)
(323)
(324)
(325)
(326)
(327)
(328)
(329)
(330)
(331)
(332)
(333)
(334)
(335)
(336)
(337)

Experi
mental
teachers
0
0
I
0
0
3
9
I
0
0
0
0
1
3
4
5
1
0
0
0
0
3
-k
k

*
■k
k
k
k
k
k
9

1
0
0
0
0
1
2

Control
teachers

Survey
Number

Experi
mental
teachers

Control
teachers

38
72
2
2
14
4
68
84
38
6
4
1
15
10
61
78
42
2
3
3
5
3
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
38
102
50
17
4
4
1
15

(338)
(339)
(340)
(341)
(342)
(343)
(344)
(345)
(346)
(347)
(348)
(349)
(350)
(351)
(352)
(353)
(354)
(355)
(356)
(357)
(358)
(359)
(360)
(361)
(362)
(353)
(364)
(365)
(366)
(367)
(368)
(369)
(370)
(371)
(372)
(37 3)
(374)
(375)
(376)

10
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
11
1
2
3
1
1
10
0
1
2
3
4
6
0
0
0
0
1
2
3
3
6
0
0
0
2
3
3
3
6
0

112
23
1
1
0
7
0
5
144
3
21
78
0
16
130
7
23
46
23
58
71
0
3
17
5
20
18
4
29
118
5
52
4
21
26
4
29
118
11

This number was not used as a survey number.
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TABLE 15.-«Continued

Survey
Number
(377)
(378)
(379)
(380)
(381)
(382)
(383)
(384)
(385)
(386)
(387)
(388)

Experi
mental
teachers

Control
teachers

Survey
Number

Experi
mental
teachers

Control
teachers

0
0
0
3
0
1
11
0
6
1
2
0

1
4
0
11
1
5
14/
120
11
2
10
4

(389)
(390)
(391)
(392)
(393)
(394)
(395)
(396)
(397)
(398)
(399)
(400)

1
8
0
2
1
3
9
1
12
0
12
0

13
136
95
12
2
15
138
12
156
2
151
5
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APPENDIX D

'Materials

Usage

Profile"

TABLE 16.— Points given to items which indicated use of materials
by experimental and control teachers.

Survey
Number
(54)
(55)
(56)
(57)
(58)
(59)
(60)
(70)
(87)
(144)
(166)
(175)
(177)
(178)
(184)

(2 2 2 )
(224)
(228)
(233)
(234)
(251)
(252)
(254)
(259)
(260)
(266)
(267)
(268)
(269)
(270)
(272)
(273)
(278)
(279)

Materials
Scott Foresman
Ginn
Reader's Digest Skill Builders
Merrill Literature Series
Merrill Skill Texts
Others
Supplementary readers above level
Supplementary readers below
Temporary classroom collections
Supplementary paperbacks; gr. 1-3
Chapters from whole books
Books from Macmillan Engl. Bks. gr. 4-6
Books correlated to readers often
Books correlated to readers sometimes
Reading aloud
Borrow books from library personally
Borrow books from library for school
Another person who borrows for school
Field trip to library
Poetry anthologies gr. 1-3
Bulletin boards often
Bulletin boards sometimes
Bulletin boards outside classroom
Picture sets often
Picture sets sometimes
Pamphlet file in classroom
Pamphlet file in library
Pamphlet file in classroom and library
phonograph records often
Phonograph records sometimes
Models and realia often
Models and realia sometimes
16mm films often
16mm films sometimes

Value
2

2
2
2
2
2

1

1
2

2
1
1
2

1
1

1
1
1
1
2

1
1
1
2

1
1
1
2
2

1
2

1
2
1
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TABLE 16.— Continued

Survey
Number
(287)
(288)
(296)
(297)
(304)
(305)
(312)
(313)
(320)
(330)
(337)
(338)
(350)
(351)
(356)
(357)
(365)
(366)
(373)
(374)
(381)
(382)
(388)
(389)

Materials
8mm films often
8mm films sometimes
Individual filmstrip previewers often
Individual filmstrip previewers sometimes
Filmstrips to whole class often
Filmstrips to whole class sometimes
Filmstrips on phonics & grammar often
Filmstrips on phonics & grammar sometimes
Listening with tapes often
Listening with tapes sometimes
Puppet shows, plays often
Puppet shows, plays sometimes
Resource persons often
Resource persons sometimes
Overhead projector often
Overhead projector sometimes
Opaque projector often
Opaque projector sometimes
Encyclopedias & reference books often
Encyclopedias & ref. books sometimes
Tachistescope and controlled reader often
Tachistescope and contr. reader sometimes
Language master often
Language master sometimes

Value
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
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APPENDIX E

Use of Equipment and Materials

TABLE 17 Use of audio-visual equipment and materials by
experimental and control teachers.

Con
trol
Often

Experi
mental
Often

Exp.
Sometimes

Bulletin boards
prepared by teachers

21.42%

57.14%

6.9%

41.50%

Bulletin boards
prepared by others

35.71%

50 .00%

6.91%

87.42%

Commercial picture
sets

7.14%

35.71%

6.91%

29.55%

Phonograph records

57.14%

35.71%

1.88%

38.36%

Models and realia

21.42%

28.57%

1.25%

41.50%

16mm films

14.28%

50.00%

7.54%

56.60%

7.14%

57.14%

1.25%

10.06%

Individual filmstrip
previewers

42.85%

42.85%

1.25%

8.80%

Filmstrips shown
to whole classes

21.42%

64.25%

2.51%

42.76%

Filmstrips on
phonics and grammar

21.42%

28.57%

6.28%

38.36%

Tape recordings

21.42%

64.28%

1.88%

23.89%

Plays or puppet
shows

14.28%

71.42%

9.43%

70.44%

Field crips

00.00%

7.14%

00.00%

3.14%

Equipment or
Materials

Con.
Sometimes

/

8mm film loops /
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TABLE 17 .— Continued

Equipment or
Materials

Experi
mental
Often

Exp.
Sometimes

Con
trol
Often

Resource persons

00.00%

7.14%

.62%

10.06%

Overhead projector

21.42%

28.57%

14.46%

36.47%

Opaque projector

21.42%

21.42%

2.51%

18.23%

Con.
Sometimes

Encyclopedias and
other reference
books

21.42%

21.42%

25.15%

53.45%

Language master

00.00%

7.14%

2.51%

8.17%
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APPENDIX F

Analysis of Variance Tables

Abbreviations for all tables in Appendix F
Factor A

Tests the difference between the mean score for
experimental teachers and the mean score for
the control teachers on the Materials Usage
Profile.

Factor B

Tests the difference in means of the other
categories; i.e., grade level, education,
experience, courses in reading, children's
literature, library science, and audio
visual on the Materials Usage Profile.

Factor AB

Interaction between A and B

D.F.

Degrees

**

Significance at the 1% level

of

Freedom

Significance

at

the

5%

level

TABLE 18 Analysis of variance date for teachers of
Grades 1-3 and 4-6
Factors

Mean Square

D.F.

F Ratio
31.58**

A

1610.0

1

B

85.6

1

1.70

AB

20.8

1

.41

Error

51.0

Grades

Experimental
Mean

Control
Mean

Total
Mean

Gr. 1-3

32.8

20.1

21.1

Gr. 4-6
Total

28.8

18.9

19.6

31.2

19.6
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TABLE 19 Analysis of variance data for the education
of participating teachers

Factors

Mean Square

D.F.

F Ratio

A

1944.1

1

44.18**

B.

326.2

3

7.41*

AB

170.8

3

3.88*

Error

Education

BA

44.0

Experimental
Mean
29.4

Control
Mean
47.3 '

Total
Mean
18.3
\

BA+

23.0

18.0

18.31

MA

39.2

21.58

23.02

MA+

22.5

23.5

23.37

Total

32.21

19.66

TABLE 20 Analysis of variance data for the experience of
participating teachers
Factors

Mean Square

D.F.

F Ratio

A

1647.1

33.01**

B

195.

3.91*

AB

57.4

Error

49.9

Experience

Experimental
Mean

1.15

Control
Mean

Total
Mean

0-10 years

31.9

18.6

19.7

10+ years

30.1

21.2

21.9

Total

31.2

19.6
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TABLE 21,— Analysis of variance data for the Reading
Courses taken by participating teachers
Factors

Mean Square

A

908.5

B

1426.7

AB
Error
Reading
Courses

117.0

D.F.

-

F Ratio

1

21.20**

1

33.29**

1

2.73

42.9
Experimental
Means

Total
Means

Control
Means

0-3 courses

22.8

16.9

17.4

4+ courses

34.8

22.2

23.2

Total

28.9

19.7

TABLE 22 Analysis of variance data for the Children’s
Literature Courses taken by participating teachers
Factors

Mean Square

D.F.

F Ratio

A

1236.6

1

27.65**

B

227.6

3

5.09**

AB

151.7

3

3.39*

Error
Children's
Literature
Courses
None

44.7

Experimental
Mean

Control
Mean

Total
Mean

8.0

13.0

12.6

1 course

27.2

19.2

19.8

2 courses

38.2

21.1

3+ courses

30.5

20.1

22.5
21.0

Total

30.1

19.6
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TABLE 23.— Analysis of variance data for the Library Science
Courses taken by participating teachers
Factors

Mean Square

F Ratio

D.F.

A

1422.0

1

30.88**

B

153.2

2

3.33*

AB

343.2

2

7.45

Error
Library
Science
Courses

46.0

Experimental
Mean

Total
Mean

Control
Mean

None or 1

23.0

19.0

19.3

2-4 courses

39.8

20.4

22.0

6+ courses

37.0

20.6

22.0

Total

30.4

19.6

TABLE 24 Analysis of variance data for the
Audio-Visual Courses taken by participating teachers
Factors

Mean

Square

F Ratio

D.F.

A

1159.2

1

22.23**

B

91.3

2

1.75

AB

49.2

2

Error

52.1

■

"■ .94

Audio
visual
courses

None

1-2
5+

courses

courses

Total

Experimental
Mean

Control
Mean

Total
Mean

31.0

18.0

19.0

29.8

20.2

21.0

25.0

22.4

22.6

30.0

19.7
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